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Synopsis 

Chapter 1 gives the introduction to the thesis. The south west monsoon which gives 

about 80% of the mean annual rainfall, plays a crucial role in the Indian economy as 

agriculture, power generation and drinking water are dependent upon it. There are three 

important aspects which make each monsoon unique, they are a) Monsoon Onset date 

over Kerala (MOK), b) the frequency and intensity of active, weak or break phases in 

monsoon conditions within the season and c) the amount of monsoon rainfall during the 

season. 

MOK and its systematic northward progression plays an important role as a delayed 

MOK can have a profound influence on the agricultural production of the Indian subcon-

tinent. But the criteria by which the MOK is determined is highly debatable as most of 

the previous methods have several limitations. The reason for this could be attributed due 

to the non availability of datasets, such as Reanalysis data sets. 

No such study is available for shorter time scales, less than a month, and thus the 

possible role of various air-sea interaction parameters over the Indian Ocean on the mon-

soon activity remains unknown. The availability of the recently released dataset Hamburg 

Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and fluxes from Satellite (HOAPS) data which has a better 

spatial and temporal resolution will help in looking at the role of these fluxes during active 

and weak / break in monsoon conditions. 

The objectives of the study were to address the following issues in the course of re-

search program: 
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1.To catalogue the periods of active and weak/ break in monsoon conditions over the 

Indian subcontinent and identify the role of the various air-sea fluxes over the Indian 

Ocean during the above mentioned periods. 2. To arrive at a better definition of MOK 

and compare with the previous estimates of MOK. 

The Data and Methodology and quality control used for the various data sets are de-

scribed in Chapter 2. The recently released high resolution daily gridded rainfall data 

over India [Rajeevan et al., 2006] for the period 1951-2007 has been used to determine 

the monsoon-breaks. Atmospheric winds and specific humidity at various pressure lev-

els have been extracted from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data [Kalnay et al., 1996]. The 

zonal and meridional components of winds are classified as A class variable whereas as 

humidity is a B class variable. An A indicates that the analysis is strongly influenced 

by observed data, and hence it is the most reliable class. The designation B indicates 

that, although there are observational data that directly affect the value of the variable, the 

model also has a very strong influence on the analysis value. The Sea Surface Tempera-

ture (SST) data used are based on the extended reconstructed SST (ERSST), which was 

constructed using the most recently available International Comprehensive Ocean Atmo-

sphere Data and improved statistical methods [Smith and Reynolds, 2004]. Satellite data 

from TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) sensor on-board the Tropical Rainfall Measur-

ing Mission (website ftp://ftp.ssmi.com/tmi)  and Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere Parame-

ters and Fluxes from Satellite Data (HOAPS) Version 2(http://www.hoaps.zmaw.de ) were 

used to extract required air-sea interaction parameters [Andersson et al., 2007]. The Out-

going Long wave Radiation(OLR) data was obtained form NOAA-CIRES (Cooperative 

Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences) Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder, 

Colarado (http://www.cdc.noaa.gov ). 

Chapter 3 explains the Monsoon Onset over Kerala (MOK), the conditions leading 

to MOK, its interannual variability, a new criterion based on rainfall to determine the 

MOK. The conditions leading to the Monsoon onset over Kerala (MOK) were studied 
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in detail for several years using a compositing technique for early, normal and delayed 

MOK. The analysis of the characteristics of 850 hPa winds showed that the westerly 

winds strengthened almost 3 pentads prior to MOK over the extreme Peninsula and Sri 

Lanka region during the both the early and normal MOK composites. The Pre Monsoon 

Water vapour Peak (PMWP) occurs about 40 days prior to MOK and could be a potential 

predictor of the MOK. The evaporation rates showed dramatic increase over the southern 

Arabian Sea with the MOK. It was found that mostly the parameters have a much better 

predictive value in the case of extreme MOKs (such as early or delayed) than for normal 

MOKs. 

A new criteria to determine the MOK obtained from the gridded high resolution daily 

rainfall data averaged over the region [8°N-13°N; 77°E-77°E] clearly showed the spec-

tacular increase in rainfall accompanying the monsoon onset from the pre-onset phase. 

Further, it was found that it has maximum correlation with most of the previous estimates 

of MOK. 

A study of the interannual variations of the MOK revealed that El Nirio, La Nita, 

positive IOD, negative IOD and concurrent years play a major role in altering the MOK. 

Based on insitu, satellite and reanalysis products an attempt was made to assess their 

influence. Warm SST anomalies near or south of the equatorial Indian Ocean may delay 

the advancement of the tropical convergence zone into the subcontinent and thus may 

delay the MOK. Another important feature is that the easterlies persist longer several days 

prior to MOK during an El Nino, a positive IOD, or a concurrent El Nino and positive IOD 

year than for other years. In the case of La Nita, negative IOD, and concurrent La Nina 

and negative IOD years, weak monsoonal westerlies were prevalent in the lower levels 

several days prior to MOK. The present findings point to the role of enhanced (suppressed) 

convection in the maritime continent region being conductive for early (delayed) MOK. 

The analysis of the convective systems formed over Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal for 

recent years from 1988 to 2007 showed that the formation of severe cyclonic storm or very 
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severe cyclonic storm either in the Arabian Sea or the Bay of Bengal is quite conductive 

for an early MOK, as this helps in building up moisture over the peninsular India region 

much more rapidly and promotes instability in the troposphere. Even a deep depression 

formed over the Arabian Sea could lead substantially increased integrated water vapour 

over the peninsular India region. In order to look into the role of the pre-monsoon SST on 

MOK the correlation coefficient between them was calculated for different study periods. 

Large positive correlations were found over eastern equatorial Indian Ocean during 1901-

1950 epoch. This correlation decreased substantially during the next epoch indicating the 

significant role played by the increasing frequency of IOD events. The correlation has 

increased over the south west Indian Ocean during the recent epochs 1951 - 2009 and 

1974 - 2009. Their result agrees well with the study of Annamalai et al. [2005] who had 

shown that when warm SST anomalies persist near and south of equator in the Indian 

Ocean during boreal spring, there is a delay in the northward migration of the deep moist 

layer in the formation of the low level jet thereby significantly delaying the MOK. 

The air-sea interactions over the Indian Ocean during the monsoon season has been 

described in Chapter 4. The importance of the monsoon onset vortex in initiating and 

propagating the monsoon system northward has been examined. Analysis of the MOK 

dates by different estimates showed that the MOV is either absent (46%) in majority of 

the cases or formed after MOK (18% to 38% of the cases) which clearly shows the in-

significant role of the low pressure systems as well as MOV during MOK. The air-sea 

interaction processes over the Indian region were studied during 2 contrasting monsoon 

years 2002 and 2003. The evaporation rates were lower (higher) over Arabian Sea during 

active (break) monsoon conditions, indicating its negligible influence on the ensuing mon-

soon activity over the Indian Subcontinent. Further the vertically integrated moisture was 

transported into the subcontinent (equatorial region) during the active (weak) monsoon 

conditions. 

Chapter 5 describes the Interannual variability of the break in monsoon conditions. 
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The daily rainfall data from IMD was used to find out the monsoon breaks for the period 

1951-2007. The study reveals that the there has been a significant increase in the incidence 

of prolonged monsoon-breaks, during the core monsoon months of July and August. The 

findings point to the role of SST warming trend (0.015 °C per year) in the tropical In-

dian Ocean in inducing anomalous changes favourable for the increased propensity of 

monsoon-breaks. The SST warming trends in the tropical eastern Indian Ocean alters the 

large-scale atmospheric proceses in a manner as to intensify the near-equatorial trough 

and moisture convergence over the Indian Ocean, but have led to weakened south-west 

summer monsoon flow, decreased moisture transport from the tropical Indian Ocean into 

the subcontinent, and suppressed monsoon rainfall over the Indian landmass since the 

post mid-1970s. The decadal time-scale changes are consistently corroborated by various 

air-sea parameters. 

The results described above are summarized in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Definition 

Monsoons are observed in many parts of the world, in Asia, Africa, Australia and Amer-

ica, but the Indian southwest monsoon stands out amongst all of them in that it is the most 

vigorous of all monsoons, has linkages with the global atmospheric circulation, and is an 

important component of the Earth's total climate system. The word monsoon is derived 

from the Arabic word 'mausin' which means 'season'. The term was used by seamen 

several centuries ago, to describe southwesterly wind during summer and northwesterly 

wind during winter over the Arabian Sea. Monsoons may be considered as large scale 

sea breezes, due to seasonal heating and resulting development of a thermal low over a 

continental land mass. They are caused by the larger amplitude of the seasonal cycle of 

land temperature compared to that of nearby oceans. This differential warming happens 

because heat in the ocean is mixed vertically through a "mixed layer" that may be fifty 

metres deep, through the action of wind and buoyancy-generated turbulence, whereas the 

land surface conducts heat slowly, with the seasonal signal penetrating perhaps a metre 

or so. Additionally, the specific heat capacity of liquid water is significantly higher than 

that of most materials that make up land. Together, these factors mean that the heat ca- 
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pacity of the layer participating in the seasonal cycle is much larger over the oceans than 

over land, with the consequence that the air over the land warms faster and reaches a 

higher temperature than the air over the ocean. The hot air over the land tends to rise, 

creating an area of low pressure. This creates a steady wind blowing toward the land, 

bringing the moist near-surface air over the oceans with it. Similar rainfall is caused by 

the moist ocean air being lifted upwards by mountains, surface heating, convergence at 

the surface, divergence aloft, or from storm-produced outflows at the surface. However 

the lifting occurs, the air cools due to expansion in lower pressure, which in turn produces 

condensation. The monsoon generates about 80 percent of the mean annual rainfall in the 

Indian subcontinent and plays a crucial role in the Indian economy as agriculture, power 

generation ad drinking water are dependent upon it. 

1.2 South West Monsoon 

The southwest summer monsoon occurs from June through September. The initiation 

of the cross equatorial flow off the Somalia coast of Africa during May in response to 

the heating over South Asian continent marks the beginning of the summer monsoon 

evolution process over the Arabian Sea. The Mascarene high and the monsoon trough 

over northeast India are two of the major elements of the summer monsoon. The pressure 

difference between the Mascarene high and the monsoon trough is in fact a measure of 

the differential heating that drives the monsoon.The onset of monsoon over South Kerala 

coast is manifested as a consequence of significant changes of atmospheric circulation, 

cloudiness etc., that evolves over the Arabian Sea. Long term records of onset over Kerala 

suggest that the event is more or less regular and its normal onset date of arrival over 

Kerala is 1 June with standard deviation of about eight days [Ananthakrishnan and Soman, 

1988]. Onset of Indian summer monsoon is sudden in most cases and the onset phase 

is associated with some kind of transient disturbances. Once the monsoon sets in, its 
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further progress takes place due to the rain bearing system like monsoon trough, lows, 

depression, mid-tropospheric cyclones etc. These synoptic scale systems are considered 

as perturbations embedded in the basic monsoon current. A late or weak start to the 

monsoon season and extended break in monsoon rains could seriously impact the rain fed 

crops. Also, if the southwest monsoon withdraws from the region earlier than expected, 

late sown crops may suffer during the mature stages from lack of moisture. Conversely, 

a late withdrawal, if accompanied with late season rain, could be detrimental to maturing 

crops. 

1.2.1 Monsoon Onset over Kerala (MOK) 

The Indian summer monsoon (ISM) is characterised by rather abrupt onset at the tip 

(Kerala) followed by northward progression of the tropical convergence zone (TCZ) and 

establishment of monsoon at northern locations [Webster et al., 1998; Tomas and Web-

ster, 1997]. There has been several studies relating to the synoptic features present during 

the onset phase of the summer monsoon over India. The onset of the ISM is a distinct 

phase of the monsoon cycle and represents the beginning of organised convection in the 

form of TCZ to be sustained over the monsoon season and is associated with a manifold 

increase in the kinetic energy of the low-level westerly jet over the Arabian Sea within a 

span of less than a week [Goswami, 2005]. Associated with the onset is a sharp sea level 

pressure difference between Mumbai and Thiruvananthapuram [Ananthakrishnan et al., 

1968]. This pressure difference hovers around the 0.5 hPa in the fortnight before the onset, 

but sharply rises to about 3 hPa around 2 days before the onset. It peaks at about 5-10 hPa 

4-8 days after the onset. Ananthakrishnan et al. [1968] argued that this increase in pres-

sure gradient was associated with the low-pressure system or onset vortex that forms at 

around 10° N in the South Eastern Arabian Sea (SEAS) and moves northward as the mon-

soon advances along the west coast of India [Ananthakrishnan et al., 1968; Rao, 1976]. 

Joseph et al. [2003] examined the role of the monsoon Hadley Cell (MHC) in inducing 
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the MOK. Convection in the east and south east Arabian Sea gives rise to a local Hadley 

circulation with upward motion over area of convection and downward motion over the 

southern Indian Ocean, with a return current through the low level jet stream (LLJ). The 

intensity of the MHC is determined by the difference between the meridional wind speeds 

in the lower and upper branches and was found to increase rapidly about 10 days prior 

to MOK. Simon and Joshi [1994] examined the moisture changes prior to MOK using 

the NOAA/TOVS satellite data and their study in the western Arabian Sea showed an in-

crease in the scale height of water vapour and mid-tropospheric moisture (700-500 hPa) 

about 8-10 days prior to MOK. Ramesh Kumar [2004] used satellite derived precipitation 

over the Indian Ocean to find that there is a pre-monsoon rainfall peak (PMRP) about 6 

pentads prior to MOK and that this has some predictive value for MOK. Although there 

exists a number of definitions of onset of monsoon over Kerala (MOK) [Ananthakrishnan 

et al., 1967; Ananthakrishnan and Soman, 1988; Fasullo and Webster, 2003; Goswami and 

Xavier, 2005; Taniguchi and Koike, 2006], the most commonly used definition is based 

on rainfall over a number of stations exceeding a threshold that is sustained for a mini-

mum period of time [Ananthakrishnan and Soman, 1988]. Based on a similar criterion 

the India Meteorological Department (IMD) define onset dates for different locations. 

1.2.2 Monsoon Variability 

The important aspects that make each monsoon unique are a) the monsoon onset over 

Kerala (MOK), b) the quantum of rainfall during the season (June to September) and c) 

the frequency and intensity of the active and break phases in monsoon conditions within 

the season. The monsoon exhibits variability of the order of timescales ranging from 

intraseasonal to interannual and decadal and the Indian Ocean plays a major role in this 

variability. The large variability and strong coupled ocean-atmosphere-land interactions 

over the Indian Ocean produce significant perturbations which affect climate variability 

on intraseasonal to interannual time scales. The more frequent occurrence of the Indian 
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Ocean Dipole (IOD) events and the weakening of the ENSO-monsoon relationship during 

the last two decades have generated considerable interest in their possible interactions. 

1.2.3 Intraseasonal Variability 

The average northward propagation of the summer instraseasonal oscillations (ISO) dur-

ing the monsoon season has been estimated in several studies in the past to be approxi-

mately 1° latitude per day [Krishnamurti, 1985; Hartmann and Michaelson, 1985]. There 

is, however, considerable event-to-event and year-to-year variability of the speed of north-

ward propagation of monsoon ISOs. The intraseasonal oscillations of the Indian summer 

monsoon represent a broad spectrum with periods between 10 to 90 days but have two 

preferred bands of periods [Krishnamurti and Bhalme, 1976; Krishnamurti and Ardanuy; 

Yasunari, 1980] one between 10 and 20 days (or quasi-biweekly) and the other between 

30 and 60 days. The 10 to 20 day oscillation has a clear westward propagation and a 

weak northward propagation in the northern hemisphere. The 30 to 60 day oscillation has 

a northward and eastward propagation in the monsoon region. The 30 to 60 day oscil-

lation, which appears to propagate northward in summer [Sikka and Gadgil, 1980], and 

the westward propagating quasi-biweekly mode largely determine the active break cycle 

of the summer monsoon over the Bay of Bengal [Krishnamurti and Ardanuy]. Madden 

and Julian [1971] identified and recorded the existence of the 30 to 60 day atmospheric 

oscillation initially from atmospheric pressure records at Canton Island (3°S, 172°W).The 

oscillation was subsequently named as Madden Julian oscillation (MJO) in acknowledge-

ment of Madden and Julian's path breaking work. MJO is noticed as a peak in station 

pressure, and upper and lower zonal winds. Additional spectral and cross-spectral anal-

ysis of rawinsonde data collected over periods of 5-10 years at several tropical stations 

confirmed the existence of spectral, but diffuses peaks over a 40-50 day range [Madden 

and Julian, 1972]. It is associated with convective anomalies and westerly wind bursts 

confined to the equatorial region between about 10°N and 10°S and has a frequency of 
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about six to twelve events per year. The MJO affects the intensity of, and the active 

and break periods in, the Asian and Australian monsoons [Yasunari, 1979; Geerts and 

Wheeler, 1998]. The synoptic structure of the 30-60 day mode is similar in all years and 

is shown to be intimately related to the strong ('active') or weak ('break') phases of the 

Indian summer monsoon circulation. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show the relative strengths and 

directions of the LLJ and cross equatorial flow (CEF) during active and break conditions 

respectively during the monsoon deficient year 2002. 

Figure 1.1 Low level jet (LLJ) and cross equatorial flow (CEF) at 850 hPa during active 
monsoon conditions (2002). 
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Figure 1.2 Low level jet (LLJ) and cross equatorial flow (CEF) at 850 hPa during break 
monsoon conditions (2002). 
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The peak (trough) phase of the mode in the north Bay of Bengal corresponds to the 

'active' ('break') phase of monsoon strengthening (weakening) the entire large scale mon-

soon circulation. The ISOs are fluctuations of the TCZ between the two locations and re-

peated propagation from the southern to the northern position within the monsoon season. 

During a typical active condition, the northern TCZ is stronger and the southern one is 

weaker, with stronger cyclonic vorticity and enhanced convection over the northern loca-

tion and stronger anticyclonic vorticity and decreased convection over the southern one. 

The situation reverses during a typical break condition. Higher probability of occurrence 

of active like (break like) conditions during a monsoon season could, therefore, give rise 

to stronger (weaker) than normal seasonal mean monsoon and precipitation. The ISOs are 

not purely sinusoidal oscillations and because of the broadband nature of their spectrum, 
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the intensity as well as the duration of the active phases in a season could be different 

from those of the break phases. Moreover, the number of active and break spells within 

a monsoon season (1 June to 30 September) may be different depending on the initial 

phase. 

1.2.4 Interannual and Decadal Variability 

The interannual variability (IAV) of the June to September (JJAS) rainfall over the Indian 

region for the period 1901-2004 is shown in figure 1.3. The combined phenomenon of 

El Nino and Southern Oscillation (ENSO) represents the coupled interaction between the 

atmosphere and the ocean in the tropical Pacific and is recognised as one of the significant 

factors in interannual variability of the tropical monsoon circulation and associated rain-

fall. ENSO is a mode of climate variability with strong coupling between the ocean and 

atmosphere in the Pacific equatorial cold tongue, a spatial relative minimum of SST that 

extends along the Pacific equator from the coast of South America to the international 

date line. The cold tongue is maintained by upwelling of cooler water from the ther-

mocline caused by the divergence of directly wind-driven surface currents [McPhaden, 

2004]. Enhanced upwelling is associated with a shallow therniocline and stronger than 

normal surface divergence, and it results in the cold extreme of ENSO, called La Nitia. 

Diminished upwelling (deep thermocline and weak surface divergence, or convergence in 

the case of westerly winds) results in the warm extreme, the well known El Nino. Strong 

relationship between ISMR and SST anomalies over equatorial Pacific Ocean has been 

reported by [Sikka, 1980; Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1983; Mooley and Parthasarathy, 

1984; Elliott and Angell, 1987; Parthasarathy et al., 1988]. Pan and Oort [1983] identi-

fied the region in the eastern equatorial Pacific, centered near 2.5°S and 130°W where 

SST anomalies show the highest correlation coefficient (CC) of 0.9 with average SST 

anomaly in the entire region covering 20° N to 20°S; 80°W to 180°W. Yasunari [1990] 

has shown that lagged CCs between Asian Summer monsoon and ENSO indices change 
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Figure 1.3 JJAS All India daily rainfall for the period 1901-2004. The dotted curve is the 
11-year moving average, and the solid line is the mean. 
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prominently in the middle of the summer season which indicates that the entire period of 

Asian summer monsoon from June to September does not have uniform relationship with 

El Nino. The effect of ENSO on Indian summer monsoon rainfall (ISMR) has, however, 

apparently weakened in the last two decades of the 20th century [Kumar et al., 1999]. 

Several studies have indicated the possible role of the Indian Ocean Dipole mode (IOD) 

in the weakening of the ENSO monsoon relationship [Ashok et al., 2001, 2004; Saji and 

Yamagata, 2003]. The IOD [Saji et al., 1999; Webster et al., 1999] is a basin-scale pat-

tern of surface and subsurface temperature that seriously affects the interannual climate 

anomalies of many nations around the Indian Ocean rim, as well as the global climate 

system [Yamagata et al., 2004]. The pattern is in a positive phase when the sea surface 

temperature (SST) is anomalously cool in the east and warm in the west. Some (but not 

all) positive IOD events occur during the same year as El Nino, and the same can be said 

about negative IOD events and La Nina [Yamagata et al., 2004]. 

Various components of the Indian monsoon exhibits significant interdecadal variabil-

ity [Mooley and Parthasarathy, 1984; Kripalani et al., 1997; Mehta and Lau, 1997; Chang 

et al., 2000; Parthasarathy et al., 1991; Wu and Wang, 2002]. The summer monsoon rain- 
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fall lack a trend or a climate change signal but contain coherent multidecadal variability 

with approximate periodicity of 55-60 years. The tri-decades between 1871 and 1900 and 

between 1930 and 1960 generally saw more above normal than below normal rainfall over 

the country. Frequency of occurrence of large scale floods were also higher during these 

periods. Similarly, the tri-decades between 1901 and 1930 and between 1971 and 2000 

saw more below normal than above normal rainfall over the country. These periods were 

also characterized by higher frequency of droughts. The eastern equatorial Pacific SST 

[Nifio3 (150°W - 90°W, 5°S - 5°N)] also shows a similar interdecadal variability but is ap-

proximately out of phase with that of the summer monsoon rainfall. Modulation of IAN/ 

by the interdecadal variability influences predictability of the seasonal mean monsoon. 

The role of interdecadal variability on the predictability of the summer monsoon is seen 

in the change in usefulness of several predictors used in statistical prediction of the Indian 

summer monsoon precipitation [Gowarikar et al., 1989, 1991; Thapliyal and Rajeevan, 

2003]. The correlation between several of these predictors and the Indian summer mon-

soon precipitation has been found to undergo interdecadal variations [Kumar et al., 1999; 

Krishnamurthy and Goswami, 2000] forcing the India Meteorological Department to drop 

many of the original predictors in their recent statistical model [Rajeevan et al., 2004]. So 

a better understanding of the interdecadal variability is therefore important in improving 

the predictability of the seasonal monsoon climate. But the space-time structure of the 

monsoon interdecadal variability is less well documented than the IAV and mechanisms 

responsible for it are poorly understood. This problem is largely related to the lack of 

availability of good quality data for a sufficiently long period. While the instrumented 

record of surface climate (e.g. temperature, surface pressure and precipitation) could be 

extended to about 150 years, upper air data is available for only about 50 years. Such 

epochal behaviour of the ISMR with multi-decadal quasi-periodicity have been noted in 

many studies [Parthasarathy et al., 1994; Kripalani et al., 1997; Mehta and Lau, 1997; 

Krishnamurthy and Goswami, 2000; Tomas and Webster, 1999]. 
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1.3 Objectives of the study 

The objective of this thesis is to analyse the role played by Indian Ocean in modulating 

the annual and interannual variations in the monsoon activity over the Indian subconti-

nent. MOK and its systematic northward progression plays an important role as a delayed 

MOK can have a profound influence on the agricultural production of the Indian subcon-

tinent. But the exact method by which the MOK can be identified is still not clear as most 

of the previous methods have several limitations. The reason for this could be attributed 

due to the non availability of datasets, such as NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis datasets [Kalnay 

et al., 1996]. No such study is available for shorter time scales, less than a month, and 

thus the possible role of various air-sea interaction parameters over the Indian Ocean on 

the summer monsoon remains unknown. The availability of the recently released dataset 

Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and fluxes from Satellite (HOAPS) data [Ander-

sson et al., 2007] which has a better spatial and temporal resolution will help in looking at 

the role of these fluxes during active and weak / break in monsoon conditions. The main 

objectives of this study is to address the following issues: 

1.To catalogue the periods of active and weak/ break in monsoon conditions over the 

Indian subcontinent and identify the role of the various air-sea fluxes over the Indian 

Ocean during the above mentioned periods. 

2. To arrive at a better definition of MOK and compare with the previous estimates of 

MOK. 

In addition to this chapter the thesis contains 5 more chapters. The Data and Method-

ology and quality control used for the various data sets are described in Chapter-2. Chapter-

3 explains the Monsoon Onset over Kerala (MOK), the conditions leading to MOK, its 

interannual variability and a new criteria based on rainfall to determine the MOK. The 

conditions leading to the Monsoon onset over Kerala (MOK) were studied in detail for 

several years using a compositing technique for early, normal and delayed MOK. A study 

of the interannual variations of the MOK revealed that El Nino, La Nina, positive IOD, 
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negative IOD and concurrent years play a major role in altering the MOK. Based on in 

situ, satellite and reanalysis products an attempt was made to assess their influence. The 

air-sea interactions over the Indian Ocean during the monsoon season has been described 

in Chapter-4. The importance of the monsoon onset vortex (MOV) in initiating the MOK 

and propagating the monsoon system northward has been examined. The role of air-sea 

interaction processes over the north Indian Ocean prior to, during and after the prolonged 

break in the monsoon conditions in July 2002 were studied and contrasted with that of 

2003 when monsoon was normal. Chapter-5 describes the interannual variability of the 

break in monsoon conditions. The role of SST warming in the tropical Indian Ocean in 

altering the large-scale atmospheric processes and thereby modulating the summer mon-

soon flow, moisture transport from the Indian Ocean to the subcontinent and more impor-

tantly the monsoon rainfall over the Indian landmass have been looked into. The results 

described above are discussed and summarized in detail in Chapter 6. 



Chapter 2 

Data and Methodology 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter gives the details regarding the data sets used for the present study, their qual-

ity control and the methodology involved. For this study a combination of satellite, in situ 

and reanalysis data sets have been used. The recently released high resolution daily grid-

ded rainfall data over India [Rajeevan et al., 2006] has been used to compute the active and 

break monsoon conditions for the study period. Atmospheric winds and specific humidity 

at various pressure levels have been extracted from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data [Kalnay 

et al., 1996]. The Sea Surface Temperature (SST) data used are based on the Extended 

Reconstruction SST (ERSST), which was constructed using the most recently available 

International Comprehensive Ocean Atmosphere Data and improved statistical methods 

(ICOADS) [Smith and Reynolds, 2004]. Satellite data from TRMM Microwave Imager 

(TMI) sensor on-board the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (ftp://ftp.ssmi.com/tmi)  

and Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes from Satellite Data (HOAPS) 

Version 3 (http://www.hoaps.zmaw.de ) [Andersson et al., 2007] were used to extract re-

quired air- sea interaction parameters. Precipitation data was extracted from Global Pre-

cipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) [Huffman et al., 2001]. The Outgoing Longwave 
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Radiation (OLR) data was obtained form NOAA-CIRES (National Oceanographic and 

Atmospheric Administration-Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sci-

ences) Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder, Colarado (http://www.cdc.noaa.gov ). Ta-

ble 2.1 gives a brief description of the data sets used, their spatial and temporal resolution 

and references. The details regarding each of these data sets are described below in-depth. 

Table 2.1 The data sets used in the present study, their spatial and temporal resolutions 
and references,  

Data Spatial resolution Temporal resolution Period Source/Reference 
IMD Rainfall 1° X 1° Daily 1951-Present [Rajeevan et al., 

2006] 
NCEP/NCAR 
Reanalysis 

2.5 X 2.5° Daily 1948-Present [Kalnay 	et 	al., 
1996] 

ERSST 2° X 2° Monthly 1891-2009 [Smith 	and 
Reynolds, 2004] 

TRIVIM-TMI 0.25°  X 0.25° Daily 1997-Present [Wentz 	et 	al., 
2000] 

HOAPS 0.5° X 0.5° Pentad 1988-2005 [Andersson 
et al., 2007] 

OLR 2.5° X 2.5° Daily 1974-Present [Liebmann and 
Smith, 1996] 

GPCP 2.5° X 2.5° Pentad 1979-Present [Huffman et al., 
2001] 

2.2 India Meteorological Department (IMD) Rainfall data 

The 1° X 1° gridded rainfall data for the period 1951-2007 used for determining the 

active and break monsoon conditions was obtained from IMD [Rajeevan et al., 2006]. 

This data was prepared using the daily rainfall data archived at the National Data Centre, 

IMD, Pune which has the rainfall records of 6329 stations, with varying periods. Out of 

these 6329 stations, 537 stations are the IMD observatory stations, 522 stations are under 

the Hydro-meteorology programme and 70 are Agromet stations. Remaining stations are 

rainfall-reporting stations maintained by state governments. However, only 1803 stations 

out of 6329 stations had a minimum 90% data availability during the analysis period 
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(1951-2003). Only those 1803 stations for which a minimum 90% data were available 

for the analysis in order to minimize the risk of generating temporal inhomogeneities 

in the gridded data due to varying station densities. The interpolation scheme proposed 

by Shepard [1968] was used to convert the irregularly distributed data to a regular N-

dimensional array. In this [Shepard, 1968] method, interpolated values are computed from 

a weighted sum of the observations. Given a grid point, the search distance is defined 

as the distance from this point to a given station. The interpolation is restricted to the 

radius of influence. For search distances equal to or greater than the radius of influence, 

the grid point value is assigned a missing code when there is no station location located 

within this distance. In this method, interpolation is limited to the radius of influence. 

A predetermined maximum value limits the number of data points used which, in the 

case of high data density, reduces the effective radius of influence. Rajeevan et al. [2006] 

also considered the method proposed by Shepard [1968] to locally modify the scheme for 

including the directional effects and barriers. In this interpolation method, no initial guess 

is required. More details of the method are given in Shepard [1968] and Rajeevan et al. 

[2005]. 

2.3 National Centers for Environmental Prediction - Na-

tional Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) 

Reanalysis data 

The specific humidity and the zonal and meridional components of wind used in this study 

has been taken from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data [Kalnay et al., 1996]. Specific hu-

midity and wind components were in turn used to compute the Vertically Integrated Mois-

ture Transport (VIMT) over the Indian Subcontinent. NCEP (National Centers for Envi-

ronmental Prediction) and NCAR (National center for Atmospheric Research) cooperated 
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in project denoted as "Reanalysis" to produce a 40 year record of the global analyses of 

the atmospheric fields in support of the needs of the research and climate monitoring com-

munities. The effort involved recovery of land surface, ship, rawinsonde, pibal, aircraft, 

satellite and other data, quality controlling and assimilating these data with a data assim-

ilation system which is kept unchanged over the reanalysis period 1957 through 1996. 

This process helped eliminate any perceived climate jumps associated with changes in 

the data assimilation system. The NCEP/NCAR 40-year reanalysis uses a frozen state-of-

the-art global data assimilation system, and a data base as complete as possible. The data 

assimilation and the model used are identical to the global system implemented opera-

tionally at NCEP on 11 January 1995, except that the horizontal resolution is T62 (about 

210 km). The data base has been enhanced with many sources of observations not avail-

able in real time for operations, provided by different countries and organizations. The 

NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis system has three major modules: data decoder and quality con-

trol (QC) preprocessor data assimilation module with an automatic monitoring system, 

and archive module. The central module is the data assimilation, which has the following 

characteristics. 

a,T62 model (approximately 210km) with 28 vertical levels. The model is identical to 

the NCEP global model implemented on January 1995, except for the horizontal resolu-

tion which is T126 (approximately 105km) for the operational model [Kanamitsu, 1989; 

Kanamitsu et al., 1991]. 

b, Spectral Statistical Interpolation (SSI or 3D variational) analysis, with no need of 

non linear normal mode initialization [Parrish and Derber, 1992; Derber et al., 1991]; im-

proved error statistics, and the balance constraint on the time derivative of the divergence 

equation implemented at NCEP in January 1995 are also included. 

c, Complex QC of rawinsonde data, including time interpolation checks, with confi-

dent corrections of heights and temperatures [Collins and Gandin, 1990, 1992]; 0I-based 

complex QC of all other data [Woollen, 1991; Woollen et al., 1994]. 
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d, Optimal Averaging of several parameters over a number of areas, providing more 

accurate averages, and estimates of the error of the average [Gandin, 1993]. 

e,Optimal Interpolation SST analysis [Reynolds and Smith, 1994] starting from 1982; 

United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) Global Ice and SST analysis (GISST) 

for earlier periods. 

f, One way coupled ocean model 4-D assimilation for 1982-onwards [Ji et al., 1994]. 

g,The Climate Data Assimilation System (CDAS) will be used into the future. 

A data quality control processor and an analysis output QC monitoring module were 

also created. The data input is pre-processed, and all the analysis output fields are mon-

itored with a "complex QC" monitoring system, in which the statistics of the data, time 

tendencies, etc, are compared to climatological statistics in order to detect errors. These 

statistics include tendency checks. 

The reanalysis gridded fields have been classified into four classes, depending on the 

relative influence of the observational data and the model on the gridded variable. An "A" 

indicates that the analysis variable is strongly influenced by observed data, and hence it 

is in the most reliable class (e.g., upper air temperature and wind). The designation "B" 

indicates that, although there are observational data that directly affect the value of the 

variable, the model also has a very strong influence on the analysis value (e.g., humidity, 

and surface temperature). The letter "C" indicates that there are no observations directly 

affecting the variable, so that it is derived solely from the model fields forced by the data 

assimilation to remain close to the atmosphere (e.g., clouds, precipitation, and surface 

fluxes). Finally, the letter "D" represents a field that is obtained from climatological val- 
, 

ues, and does not depend on the model (e.g., plant resistance, land-sea masks). Although 

this classification is necessarily somewhat subjective, the user should exercise caution in 

interpreting the results of the reanalysis, especially for variables classified in categories 

B and C. In addition to this simple guidance, the user should keep in mind that quadratic 

variables (e.g., kinetic energy, transport of water vapor) are in general less reliable than 
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the components from which they were computed. The parameters used in this study 

namely wind components and specific humidity have been classified as class A and class 

B respectively and are hence among the more reliable classes. 

2.4 Extended Reconstruction Sea Surface Temperature 

(ERSST) 

The Extended Reconstruction SST (ERSST) data version-2 [Smith and Reynolds, 2004] 

for the period 1891-2009 was used in order to determine the trend in SST over the In-

dian Ocean and Pacific Ocean. The ERSST analysis is produced from the latest version 

of the Comprehensive Ocean Atmosphere Data Set (COADS) [Slutz et al., 2002; Wod-

druff et al., 1998]. The analysis uses monthly and 2° X 2° spatial super-observations, 

which are defined as individual observations averaged onto the ERSST 2° X 2° grid. 

The super-observations are produced after data screening, or quality control (QC), which 

is needed to eliminate outliers. The super-observations are also corrected for histori-

cal biases before 1942 by the method described in Smith and Reynolds [2002]. The 

combined satellite and in situ analysis as discussed by Reynolds et al. [2002] is used to 

develop spatially complete statistics for the ERSST reconstruction. The SST anomalies 

are computed with respect to a 1971-2000 month climatology [Xue et al., 2003]. At 

the end of every month, the ERSST analysis is updated with the available GTS ship and 

buoy data for that month. The monthly average ERSST.v2 are available online along 

with the monthly error estimate at the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) Web site 

(http://www. ncdc .noaa .govio  a/climate/re search/s stis st.html) 
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2.5 Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) - TRMM 

Microwave Imager (TMI) Data 

Various air-sea interaction parameters required for the present study, namely, SST, wind 

speed, cloud liquid water, precipitable water and rainfall have been taken from the TRMM 

Microwave Imager (TMI) sensor on board the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) 

satellite (See the website of Remote Sensing Systems ftp://ftp.ssmi.com/tmi) . This data 

set was made use of while analysing the conditions leading to the monsoon onset over 

Kerala (MOK). TRMM is a joint project between the United States (under the leadership 

of NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center) and Japan (under the leadership of the National 

Space Development Agency (NASDA)). The first spacecraft designed to monitor rain 

over the tropics, was successfully launched from Tanegashima, Japan, on November 27, 

1997. TRMM travels between 35 degrees latitude in a low earth and low inclination orbit. 

TRMM is the first mission to measure precipitation quantitatively from space. It includes 

the first precipitation radar (PR) to be flown in space, along with a 9-channel Special Sen-

sor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) like passive microwave imager (TMI), an AVHRR-like 

Visible-Infrared radiometer (VIRS), a lightning sensor and a cloud sensor. The PR, TMI, 

and the VIRS are designed to obtain rainfall and other relevant information (e.g. rain type, 

height of the bright band, cloud type, cloud top height) individually. 

2.5.1 TMI The Instrument 

The TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) is a passive multi-channel radiometer whose sig-

nals in combination can measure rainfall quite accurately over oceans and somewhat less 

accurately over the land. It is based on the design of the highly successful Special Sensor 

Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) which has been flying continuously on Defense Meteorolog-

ical Satellites since 1987. The TMI measures the intensity of radiation at five separate 

frequencies: 10.7, 19.4, 21.3, 37, 85.5 GHz. These frequencies are similar to those of 
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the SSM/I, except that TMI has the additional 10.7 GHz channel designed to provide a 

more-linear response for the high rainfall rates common in tropical rainfall. TMI has a 

780-kilometer wide swath on the surface. The other main improvement is due to the im-

proved ground resolution which will result from the lower altitude of TRMM (350 kilo-

meters) compared to that of SSM/I (860 kilometers). The TMI measures the microwave 

radiation emitted by Earth's surface and by cloud and rain drops. Calculating rainfall rates 

from TMI requires some fairly complicated calculations. The basis of these calculations 

is in Planck's radiation law, which describes how much energy a body radiates given its 

temperature. Water surfaces such as oceans and lakes have an additional property which 

is very important. The surfaces emit only about one half the microwave energy specified 

by Planck's law and therefore appear to have only about half the real temperature of the 

surface. Water surfaces therefore look very "cold" to a passive microwave radiometer. 

Raindrops on the other hand, appear to have a temperature that equal their real temper-

ature. They appear warm to a passive microwave radiometer and therefore offer a contrast 

against "cold" water surfaces. The more raindrops, the warmer the whole scene appears, 

and research over the last three decades now make it possible to obtain fairly accurate 

rainfall rates based on the temperature of the microwave scene. 

Land is very different from oceans in terms of the emitted microwave radiation, ap-

pearing to have about 90 percent of its real temperature. In this case, there is little con-

trast to observe the "warm" raindrops. Certain properties of rainfall, however, still can 

be inferred. The high frequency microwaves (85.5 GHz) measured by TMI are strongly 

scattered by ice present in many raining clouds. This reduces the microwave signal at the 

satellite and offers a contrast against the warm land background. Because large ice parti-

cles (often present in upper cloud regions) tend to scatter this emitted radiation, the TMI 

uses its various channels along with cloud models to discriminate between these processes 

and quantify the rain and ice responsible for the observed microwave signatures. 
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2.6 Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes 

from Satellite Data (HOAPS) 

The Evaporation and precipitation data was obtained from HOAPS version 3 [Andersson 

et al., 2007]. HOAPS-3 contains a completely reprocessed time-series of global ocean 

freshwater flux related parameters, ranging from 07/1987 to 12/2005 resulting in a clima-

tology containing 18 complete years of data. The Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response 

Experiment (COARE) bulk algorithm [Fairall et al., 1996, 2003] forms the basis for the 

derivation of the air-sea fluxes from the basic state variables. Except for the National 

Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) and the University of Miami's Rosenstiel School of 

Marine and Atmospheric Science's (NODC/RSMAS) Pathfinder SST data set, all vari-

ables are derived from SSM/I passive microwave satellite data over the ice free global 

ocean. Thorough evaluation of the HOAPS-II climatology resulted in the development 

of a new precipitation-algorithm, improving the global freshwater balance in HOAPS-

3. Other changes in HOAPS-3 are the integration of the Version 5 NODC/RSMAS 

Pathfinder SST data set and a new procedure to synthesize the defective 85 GHz chan-

nels on Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)-F08. More details regarding 

HOAPS-3 can be obtained from [Andersson et al., 2007]. HOAPS-3 is a multi satellite 

product consisting of all available SSM/I instruments providing usable data. The satellites 

used for the derivation of each parameter are saved within the data files. The period of 

record of the satellite coverage is shown in table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 The period of record of the Satellite Coverage for HOAPS 

Satellite id Start date End date 
F 08 09-07-1987 31-12-1991 
F 10 07-01-1991 31-12-1996 
F 11 01-01-1992 31-12-1999 
F 13 01-09-1995 31-12-2005 
F 14 01-06-1996 31-12-2005 
F 15 03-01-2000 31-12-2005 
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2.7 Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) 

The interpolated Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) [Liebmann and Smith, 1996] data 

which was used as a proxy for convection over the tropical regions was obtained from 

NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colarado from their website, http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd . 

The original data is taken from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) 

sensor aboard the NOAA polar orbiting satellites. The National Environmental Satellite 

Data and Information Service (NESDIS) archives the data onto 2.5° lat X 2.5° long grids. 

The two observations per day corresponds to the day time and night time orbits. The in-

terpolated daily data for the period 1974 to present are available at the site with exception 

of 1978. The data contains a major gap of several months during 1978 due to the failure 

of the satellite. 

2.7.1 Interpolation method 

The aim of the interpolation technique [Liebmann and Smith, 1996] was to minimize the 

distance in space and time over which a value is interpolated. All interpolations were 

done for day time and night time crossings separately. Linear interpolation in time was 

done first, in the case of a one day gap. This procedure was able to fill in about 65% 

and 45% of the missing grid points for 1974-1978 and 1979-1994 respectively. After 

this procedure spatial interpolation was done by averaging the surrounding values (not 

including diagonal) if three of the four values were present. This was followed by another 

temporal 1-day interpolation. Then spatial interpolation was done if two or more of the 

closest grid points had values. The remaining missing values were filled by interpolating 

temporally for 3 or fewer missing days. Spatial interpolation was done if there was but 

one adjacent value present and that program continued to run until all the missing values 

are filled. The spatial buddy check program was run again to check there were no more 

spurious values and if they were present, filled them in with spatial interpolations. Finally, 
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the daily averages were computed from the complete twice daily fields. 

2.8 Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) 

The GPCP monthly rainfall data was used to obtain the precipitation over the Maritime 

Continent region [111°E - 141°E, 6°S - 6°N] for the period 1979 to 2008. The Global 

Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) was established by the World Climate Research 

Programme to quantify the distribution of precipitation around the globe over many years. 

In support of this work an international group of precipitation experts developed and pro-

duces the GPCP Version 2 monthly Satellite-Gauge (SG), pentad, and One-Degree Daily 

(1DD) combined precipitation data sets [Adler et al., 2003; Xie et al., 2003; Huffman 

et al., 2001] . The primary web site for these products is the World Meteorological 

Organization's World Data Center website http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/wmo/wdcamet-

ncdc.html . The 2.5-degree Version 2 monthly suite comprises a total of 27 products with 

the two primary products being the monthly satellite-gauge and associated precipitation 

error estimates. The Version 2 product covers the period January 1979 to the present, with 

a delay of two to three months for data reception and processing. Version 2 supersedes 

all previous versions of the GPCP monthly product, including Versions 1, lb, 1 c, and 

V2x79. The pentad product provides precipitation estimates on a 2.5-degree grid over 

the entire globe at 5-day (pentad) intervals for the period January 1979 - present. The 

1 DD product provides precipitation estimates on a 1-degree grid over the entire globe 

at 1-day (daily) for the period October 1996 - present. Both the pentad and 1DD prod-

ucts are consistent with the Version 2 monthly product in the sense that the pentad and 

1DD approximately sum to the monthly SG estimate. All three precipitation products 

are produced by optimally merging estimates computed from microwave, infrared, and 

sounder data observed by the international constellation of precipitation-related satellites, 

and precipitation gauge analyses. The precipitation gauge analysis used in the GPCP 
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satellite-gauge was created by the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre. 



Chapter 3 

Monsoon Onset over Kerala (MOK) 

and its Interannual Variability 

3.1 Introduction 

The monsoon onset over Kerala (MOK) is the most eagerly awaited weather phenomenon 

in India as it heralds the transition from hot summer to rainy season. The onset represents 

significant changes in the large scale atmospheric and oceanic circulations in the Indo-

Pacific regions. Though there is no widely accepted definition of this transition, the MOK 

is recognized as characterised by a rapid, substantial and sustained increase in rainfall. 

The mean date of the MOK is 1 June according to India Meteorological Department 

(IMD) with a standard deviation of about 8 days [Ananthakrishnan and Soman, 1988]. 

Kerala state which is situated in the south west part of the Indian subcontinent, is the 

gateway for the Indian summer monsoon. The MOK coincides almost with exactly with 

the middle of the Malayalam month of Edavam, which is the tenth month of the Kollam 

era of the Kerala regional calendar [Ananthakrishnan and Soman, 1991]. Traditionally 

the southwest monsoon is known in Kerala as Edavapadi, which literally means middle 

of the month Edavam. This shows that the near regularity of the onset of the southwest 
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monsoon around 1 June was known to the people of Kerala from ancient times. 

The second part of this chapter deals with the interannual variability of the monsoon 

onset. The mean monsoon onset date is found to be around 1 June with a standard devi-

ation of about 7 days. The onset of summer monsoon over Kerala (southern tip of India) 

is a crucial event and it marks the beginning of the rainy season for the country. There is 

no widely accepted definition of this monsoon transition. However, at the surface, mon-

soon onset is considered to be a transition from light to heavy rainfall. The inter-annual 

variability of the monsoon onset over Kerala (MOK) have been studied using data from 

over 60 years (1948 - 2009) of NCEP/NCAR reanalysis and outgoing long-wave radia-

tion from NOAA. The sea surface temperature (using ERSST data [Smith and Reynolds, 

2004]) fields over the North Indian Ocean associated with the MOK have been examined 

in association with El Nifio and Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) events which originate in the 

Pacific and Indian Ocean, respectively. The role of the convective systems forming over 

the north Indian Ocean on MOK has been looked into. The analysis of the strength and 

location of the tropical convective maximum during El Niflo, IOD and and its influence 

on early, normal and delayed onsets have also been done. The role of the cross equatorial 

flow (CEF), moisture buildup over north Indian Ocean and the strength of the monsoon 

Hadley Cell (MHC) on MOK were also examined. The role of the pre-monsoon SST on 

MOK, was analysed by calculating the correlation coefficient between them for different 

study periods such as for the entire period of 109 years (1901 - 2009), the first epoch 

(1901 - 1950), the second epoch (1951 - 2009), and recent decades (1974 - 2009). The 

major findings of the work done in the second part of the chapter is based on the paper 

Sankar et al. [2010]. 
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3.2 Conditions leading to monsoon onset over Kerala 

In this section the conditions leading to the monsoon onset over Kerala has been studied 

using HOAPS-3 satelliite data [Andersson et al., 2007]. The role of the monsoon Hadley 

cell (MHC) has also been assessed using the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data [Kalnay et al., 

1996]. In addition, the role of the cross-equatorial flow and low level jet at 850 hPa has 

also been explored. The OLR data has also been used to determine the importance of the 

Madden Julian Oscillation in initiating the MOK. There have been several studies on the 

atmospheric conditions during the onset phase of the monsoon. Soman and Krishnaku-

mar [1993] studied the climatological structure of the atmosphere during the MOK using 

a variety of meteorological parameters from the Indian stations such as rainfall, wind, 

relative humidity, vertically integrated moisture transport (VIMT) and OLR. Their study 

showed that relative humidity builds up suddenly in the vertical a few days prior to MOK. 

Joseph et al. [1994] studied the temporal and spatial evolution of tropical deep convec-

tion associated with MOK using composite pentad mean maps of OLR over a 10 year 

period. They found that at pentad 8 (i.e., 8 pentads or 40 days before MOK) organised 

deep convection was present in a band around the equator east of about 70 ° E, extending 

into the west Pacific Ocean. By pentad 7 the convection in the western Pacific decreased 

considerably and in the Indian Ocean it organised into a super cloud cluster and moved 

slightly northwards. At pentad 4 an elongated narrow band of convection formed close to 

the equator in the Indian Ocean. This band grew rapidly in area and intensity and moved 

north steadily, particularly over the AS resulting in MOK at pentad 0. The rapid break in 

convection over the western Pacific at pentad 2 and 1 is a characteristic feature of MOK. 

At MOK the intense convective zone extends from the southeast Arabian Sea to the south 

China Sea. Thus, prior to MOK, active convection develops over the southeast Arabian 

Sea over a period of 2-3 weeks. Simon and Joshi [1994] examined moisture changes prior 

to the MOK using the NOAA/ TOVS satellite data parameters such as mid- and upper tro-

pospheric water vapour and scale height of water vapour. Their study, using the pentad 
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averaged values in the western Arabian Sea, showed an increase in scale height of wa-

ter vapour and mid-tropospheric moisture (700-500 hPa) about 8-10 days prior to MOK. 

Ramesh Kumar [2004], using satellite derived precipitation over the Indian Ocean, found 

that there is a pre-monsoon rainfall peak (PMRP) about 6 pentads prior to MOK and that 

this has some predictive value for MOK. Simon et al. [2006] examined the conditions 

leading to the MOK using satellite data. Their study revealed that water vapour build up 

over the western Arabian Sea about 2-5 weeks before MOK can be a useful parameter for 

predicting the MOK. 

The onset dates according to IMD for the study period (1988-2003) is shown in Ta-

ble 3.1 The years have been classified into early, normal and delayed dates of MOK. There 

are two early onset years (1990 and 2001) and two delayed years (1997 and 2003) in the 

study period. Thus there are 12 normal years and 4 extreme years (early or delayed) out 

of a total of 16 years. 

Table 3.1 Monsoon Onset dates over Kerala for different years along with the mean mon-
soon dates used for different composites, namely, early, normal and delayed using the 
India Meteorological Department MOK dates 

Early Normal Delayed 
MOK date(IMD) Year MOK date(IMD) Year MOK date(IMD) Year 

1990 19 May 1988 26 May 1997 9 June 
2001 23 May 1989 3 June 2003 8 June 

1991 2 June 
1992 5 June 
1993 28 May 
1994 28 May 
1995 5 June 
1996 3 June 
1998 2 June 
1999 25 May 
2000 1 June 
2002 29 May 

Mean date 21 May 1 June 9 May 

From the previous studies its is quite clear that air sea interaction processes over the 

north Indian Ocean play a major role prior to MOK. In this study some of the parameters 
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are examined using the composite technique for different types of MOKs as listed in 

table 3.1. 

3.2.1 Sea surface Temperature (SST) 

A warm pool exists in the western Pacific and eastern Indian Oceans where the SST is 

greater than 28°C ans is called the western Pacific warm pool. Sadler et al. [1987] have 

shown that the tropical Indian Ocean north of the equator warms rapidly from March 

onwards and by May a large area in the north Indian Ocean attains SSTs above 29.5°C, 

and this area is called the Indian Ocean warm pool [Joseph et al., 1994]. SSTs continue 

to rise until the MOK over the north Indian Ocean in May-June, but in the southwest 

Pacific, SSTs keep on decreasing in May-June. The Indian Ocean warm pool attains 

temperatures higher than 30°C around the time of the MOK [Seetharamayya and Master, 

1984; Joseph, 1990]. Such a high SST region can create large scale moisture convergence, 

with deep convective clouds, heating of the tropospheric column above, lowering the 

surface pressure and strengthening of lower tropospheric westerly winds associated with 

the MOK [Joseph et al., 1994]. Ramesh Kumar and Schluessel [1998] have shown that the 

early peaking of SSTs in the Arabian Sea will help in the development of low pressure area 

over this region thus creating an intense inter-hemispheric pressure gradient, strong cross 

equatorial flow and conditions conductive for an early onset over the Indian subcontinent. 

From figure 3.1 it can be seen that the warm pool of Arabian Sea reaches maximum 

development about 4 pentads prior to MOK in early MOK composite which agrees well 

with the findings of [Ramesh Kumar and Schluessel, 1998]. 

In the case of a normal MOK the warm pool reaches maximum development about 3-4 

pentads before MOK and in the case of a delayed MOK the warm pool reaches maximum 

development only 2 pentads prior to the MOK (See figure 3.1). Figure 3.2 shows the SST 

distribution over the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal from 1 March to 15 June for three 

contrasting MOKs namely, early, normal and delayed. It can be seen that in the case of the 
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Figure 3.1 Pentad mean sea surface temperature (in °C) for pentads -7, -6, -5, -4, -3, -2, 
-1 and MOK for composites (a) early, (b) normal and (c) delayed MOK. Only contours 
above 28°C and above are plotted at intervals of 0.5°C. 
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Figure 3.2 Pentad mean sea surface temperature (in °C) for AS & BB for three contrasting 
MOK years: early MOK - 1990, normal MOK - 1991 and delayed MOK - 1997. 
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early MOK (1990), the Arabian Sea warm pool peaks about a couple of pentads earlier 

than that for a normal year (1991), and in the case of the delayed MOK, Arabian Sea 

warm pool development is also delayed. These results are in good agreement with those 

of [Joseph et al., 1994] who attribute it to the delayed movement of equatorial convective 

cloud maximum to the north Indian Ocean. 

3.2.2 Integrated Columnar water vapour (IWV) 

Previous studies by Pearce and Mohanty [1984]; Simon et al. [2006] have found that 

the integrated columnar water vapour could be used as a useful parameter in identifying 

MOK. We have used the IWV of the HOAPS-3 to examine the gradual build up of mois-

ture leading to MOK by averaging over the peninsular box. This figure is drawn using 

data from 14 pentads (70 days) prior to MOK and 2 pentads (10 days) after. The gradual 

build up of moisture over peninsular India can be clearly seen in figure 3.3 after superpos-

ing the onset dates of all the years for the study period. The moisture builds up gradually 

from about 14 pentads before MOK, and there is a distinct, pre monsoon precipitable wa-

ter peak (PMWP) around 40 days prior to MOK, contrary to popular the notion that the 

moisture peaks only 2-3 weeks before the onset [Pearce and Mohanty, 1984; Simon et al., 

2006]. 

The spatial distribution of the IWV for composites of early, normal and delayed onsets 

also depicts the PMWP about 7 pentads prior to the MOK in the Arabian Sea (figure 3.4). 

This could be the source of moisture needed for PMRP. The IWV further increases and 

reaches about 3-4 pentads prior to MOK, as mentioned by Pearce and Mohanty [1984]; 

Simon et al. [2006]. The PMWP occurring about 7-8 pentads prior to MOK could be used 

as a potential predictor for MOK. More studies are required in this direction. 
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Figure 3.3 Composite mean integrated columnar water vapour (in kg/m 2) for the period 
1989 to 2003 for the peninsular box, with respect to MOK as 0. 

3.2.3 Evaporation 

It is widely recognized that the inter-hemispheric cross-equatorial flow plays a major role 

in the monsoon activity over the Indian subcontinent. Evaporation over the Indian Ocean 

is one of the least studied parameters in the context of MOK. The major reason for this 

could be that reliable estimates of evaporation are not available over the vast oceanic 

regions, especially over the Indian Ocean on spatial and temporal scales high enough for 

the study of MOK. Schluessel [1996] has estimated evaporation rates over the ocean using 

satellite data and Schulz et al. [1997] further validated these estimates on a global scale. 

We have used the high resolution HOAPS-3 dataset [Andersson et al., 2007] (0.5°X0.5°) 
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Figure 3.4 Pentad mean integrated columnar water vapour (in kg/m 2 ) for pentads -7, -6, 
-5, -4, -3, -2, -1 and MOK for composites (a) early, (b) normal and (c) delayed MOK. 
Only contours above 20 kg/m 2  and above are plotted at intervals of 5kg/m 2 . 
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to study the evaporation rates over the ocean prior to MOK. The evaporation rates have 

been computed using the bulk parameterization method of Fairall et al. [1996]. Figure 3.5 

shows the evaporation rates over the Indian Ocean from 7 pentads prior to MOK for the 

three different composites. There is a substantial increase in the evaporation rates over the 

southern Arabian Sea and south Indian Ocean during the MOK pentad for the early MOK 

composite. This shows that the southern Arabian Sea evaporation has a major influence on 

the MOK. During the normal onset also similar features are observed with lower values of 

evaporation over the southern Arabian Sea and south Indian Ocean. For the delayed MOK 

composite the evaporation rates over the Arabian Sea does not increase as dramatically as 

in the case of the early MOK composite. Also, there is substantial increase in evaporation 

in the south eastern Indian Ocean from the previous pentad. 
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3.2.4 Low Level Jet (LLJ) and Cross Equatorial Flow (CEF) 

The role played by low level jet (LLJ) and cross equatorial flow (CEF) has .been exam-

ined by using NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data [Kalnay et al., 1996]. Joseph and Sijikumar 

[2004] have shown that the mean monsoon current is strongest at 850 hPa. We have anal-

ysed the role of the CEF and LLJ from 3 pentads before MOK to MOK for the early, 

normal and delayed composites. In the case of an early MOK composite (figure 3.6), it 

can be seen that the CEF developed only about one pentad prior to MOK and LLJ was 

present only during the MOK. In the case of normal composite (figure 3.7), there is a 

strengthening and deepening of the westerly winds from -3 pentads to MOK (0 pentad) 

over the extreme south Peninsula and Sri Lanka. Further, in the case of a delayed MOK 

composite (figure 3.8), the LLJ does not extend from the southeastern Arabian Sea to the 

equatorial Indian Ocean region south of Sri Lanka and is also very weak compared to the 

early and normal composites. 
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Figure 3.5 Pentad mean evaporation (in mm/day) for pentads -7, -6, -5, -4, -3, -2, -1 and 
MOK for composites (a) early, (b) normal and (c) delayed MOK. Contours are plotted at 
intervals of 1 mm/day. 
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Figure 3.6 Pentad mean 850 hPa wind (in m/s) for pentads (-3, -2, -1 and MOK) for early 
monsoon composite. Only contours of 4 m/s and above at intervals of 4 m/s are shown. 
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Figure 3.7 Pentad mean 850 hPa wind (in m/s) for pentads (-3, -2, -1 and MOK) for 
normal monsoon composite. Only contours of 4 m/s and above at intervals of 4 m/s are 
shown. 
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Figure 3.8 Pentad mean 850 hPa wind (in m/s) for pentads (-3, -2, -1 and MOK) for 
delayed monsoon composite. Only contours of 4 m/s and above at intervals of 4 m/s are 
shown. 
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3.2.5 Monsoon Hadley Cell (MHC) 

Convection in the east and south east Arabian Sea gives rise to a local Hadley circulation 

with upward motion over the area of convection and downward motion over the southern 

Indian Ocean, with a return current through the low level jet stream [Joseph et al., 2003]. 

The strength of the lower branch of the MHC is taken as the average meridional wind 

speed (m/s) at 850 hPa over the region 35°E-55°E and 10°S-10°N (let us call this V850). 

The upper branch of the MHC is taken as the average meridional wind speed at 200 hPa 

over the region 45°E-75°E and 20°S-equator (let us call this V200). The intensity of 

the MHC is determined by the difference between the strengths of the lower and upper 
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branches of the MHC (V850 - V200). 

Figure 3.9 shows the strength of the MHC with the progress of time for the early, 

normal and delayed composites. We can see that the MHC begins to strengthen about 

2 pentads (in the case of normal composite) to 3 pentads (in the case of the early and 

delayed composites) prior to MOK. Hence we feel that MHC has predictive value for 

extreme (early or delayed) onsets over Kerala. 

3.2.6 Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) 

The time-longitude analysis of the NOAA-CIRES OLR data along 5°S-5°N for an early, 

normal and delayed MOK was carried out. The MOK was over a week late in 1997 

which appers to be associated with the Madden Julian Oscillation (OLR less than 230 

W/m2) which was particularly strong in the spring (Figure 3.10). The active phase of the 

MJO crossed the Indian Ocean in mid-May spawning an intense Bay of Bengal cyclone 

(15-19 May). At the normal onset date of 1 June, the suppressed phase of the MJO was 

in place and appears to have delayed the onset. In the early onset case (1990), the MJO 

also developed well in advance and onset was closer to 17-18 may [Ananthakrishnan and 

Soman, 1991] rather than the MOK defined by the IMD (19 May). 

3.3 Interannual variability of MOK 

The interannual variations in the MOK have been studied using data from over 60 years 

(1948-2009) using NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data and OLR. The study aims to answer the 

following questions; 

a. Whether the convective systems which form in the North Indian Ocean such as the 

Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, or northwest Pacific Ocean play a significant role in altering 

the moisture buildup needed over the Arabian Sea prior to MOK and also whether the 

circulation patterns get affected by these systems. 
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Figure 3.9 Daily strength of monsoon Hadley cell (V850-V200) in m/s from -30 days to 
MOK, for composites of (a) early, (b) normal and (c) delayed. The years of early, normal 
and delayed are given in Table 1. V850 and V200 are defined in the text. 
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Figure 3.10 Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) of outgoing longwave radiation averaged 
(5°N - 5°S) from NOAA/CIRES. The contours are from 130 W/m 2  to 290 W/m2  with an 
interval of 10 W/m 2 . Values lower than 230 W/m2  indicate MJO. 
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b. the impact of El Nifio, La Nina, positive IOD, and negative IOD and concurrent 

events on the tropical convective maximum which in turn will modulate the monsoon 

onset over Kerala 

3.3.1 Role of convective systems in the Arabian Sea and Bay of Ben-

gal 

According to the India Meteorological Department, the convective systems over the North 

Indian Ocean can be classified as follows: a. A low pressure system (with sustained maxi-

mum surface wind speed (SMSWS) less than 17 knots). b. Depression (SMSWS between 

17 and 27 knots). c. Deep depression (SMSWS between 28 and 33 knots). d. Cyclonic 

storm (SMSWS between 34 and 47 knots). e. Severe cyclonic storms (SMSWS between 

48. and 63 knots). f. Very severe cyclonic storms (SMSWS between 64 and 119 knots). 

g. Super cyclonic storm (SMSWS equal to or greater than 120 knots). Table 3.4 gives 

the convective systems formed over Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal for the recent years 

from 1988 to 2007 as deduced by IMD together with the MOK date for that year. From 

the table, it can be seen that the formation of severe cyclonic storm (SCS) or very severe 

cyclonic storms (VSCS) either.in  the Arabian Sea or the Bay of Bengal is quite conducive 

for an early MOK, as this helps in building up moisture over the peninsular India region 

much more rapidly and promotes instability in the troposphere. Even a deep depression 

(DD) formed over the Arabian Sea can lead to substantially increased integrated water va-

por over the peninsular India region. On the other hand, convective systems formed over 

the Bay of Bengal irrespective of whether they are DD, SCS, or even VSCS do not create 

much of a moisture buildup over the peninsular region and hence they do not induce an 

early MOK (figure 3.11). 
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Table 3.2 Decadewise number of breaks and break days for July and August months. 

Early Normal Delayed 
Year MOK date (IMD) year MOK date (IMD) year MOK date (MOK) 
1990 19 May 1975 31 May 1979 13 June 
2001 23 May 1976 31 May 1983 13 June 
2004 18 May 1977 30 May 1995 08 June 
2009 23 May 1980 01 June 1997 09 June 

1981 30 May 2003 08 June 
1982 01 June 
2000 01 June 
2008 31 May 

Table 3.3 Years of positive and negative IOD events and El Nifio and La Nina years based 
on DMI and Nifio - 3 indices are classified into early, normal and delayed MOK for the 
period 1901 - 1998. Normal MOk is considered as the period from 25 may to 7 June. 
Concurrent El Nino and PIOD events as well as La Nina and NIOD are shown in italics .  

MOK El Nifio La Nifia P IOD N IOD 
Early - 1933, 1949 1961 - 
Normal 1902, 1911, 1901, 1910, 1902, 1919, 1909, 	1910, 

1914, 1963, 1917, 1928, 1926, 1944, 1917, 	1928, 
1965, 1982, 1938, 1950, 1945, 1946, 1950, 	1974, 
1986, 1987, 1991 1964, 1973, 1963, 1982,1991 1975, 	1980, 

1975, 1988 1985, 1989, 1992 
Delayed 1905, 1923, 1903, /906, 1942 1905, 1923, 1906, 	1930, 

1930, 1940, 1935, 1967, 1942,1958,1968 
1972, 1997 1972, 1983, /997 

Total 15 15 17 16 
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Table 3.4 Years with systems in Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal according to Mausam. 
M=May, J=June, CS=Cyclonic Storm, SCS=Severe Cyclonic Storm, VSCS=Very Severe 
Cyclonic Storm. . 

Year AS BB MOK 
1989 - 23 M - 27111 Balasore SCS (17° N, 90° E)  

05 M - 11 M Machilipatnam SCS (10° N, 85.5° E) 
03 J 
19 M 1990 - 

1991 - 31 M - 02 J Bangladesh coast (14° E, 90° E) 02 J 
1992 - 16 M - 19 M Myanmar coast 05 J 
1993 - - 28 M 
1994 - . 	29 A - 03 M VSCS (8° N, 94° E) 28 M 
1995 - 05 M - 07 M DD, 08 - 10 M DD, 14 M - 17 M DD 05J 
1996 - 07 M - 09 M DD Bangladesh - Myanmar coast 03 J 
1997 - 15 M - 20 M SCS Bangladesh coast 09 J 
1998 28 M DD (14° N, 60° E) 17 M - 20 M SCS 02 J 
1999 16 M 22 M VSCS (12.5° N, 72° E) 25 M 
2000 - - 01 J 
2001 21 M - 28 M VSCS (13.5° N, 69° E - 23 M 
2002 06 M - 10 M CS (11° N, 67° E 11 M - 12 M DD (13.5°N) 29 M 
2003 - 10 M - 19 M VSCS Myanmar coast) 08 J 
2004 05 M -10 M SCS (11.5° N, 73° E) 16 M - 19 M VSCS Myanmar coast) 18 M . 

2005 - - 18 M 

3.3.2 Role of the tropical Indian Ocean, El Nino, La Nina, and posi-

tive and negative Indian Ocean dipoles in influencing the posi-

tion of the Tropical Convective Maximum and the MOK 

Table 3.2 presents the years with an early, normal or delayed MOK for the period 1974 

- 2009. Table 3.3 further classifies these years using the method used by Meyers et al. 

[2007] into pure El Nirio, La Niria, and positive IOD and negative IOD events in order to 

see how these climate modes impact the onset of monsoon. Meyers et al. [2007] used a 

new statistical method based on ocean physical mechanisms that identifies when positive 

and negative phases of the El Nirio Southern Oscillation and IOD occur, thus classifying 

the various events for the period 1876 to 1999. 

Only those years have been used in this study that could be classified to a high degree 

of certainty as El Nirio, La Niria and positive or negative IOD in making the various 

composites and we have considered the period from 25 May to 7 June as normal MOK. 
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From the table 3.4, it can be seen that during the period 1901 - 2008 there were only 

three early MOKs of which two were associated with La Nina (1933, 1949) and one was 

associated with a positive IOD (1961). In contrast, out of the 21 delayed MOKs one third 

(seven) occurred during positivd IOD years and six occurred during El Nirio years, with 

three associated with La Niria conditions. 

There have been several studies on the role of the tropical Indian Ocean (TIO), IOD 

and ENSO on the monsoon activity over the Indian subcontinent. Some studies using gen-

ral circulation models suggest the role of Pacific Ocean SSTs in generating the monsoon 

anomalies, several other studies [Zhu and Houghton, 1996; Terray et al., 2003, 2005] have 

shown that the TIO SST causes significant changes in the Indian monsoon. The strongest 

interannual relationaship between TIO SST and the monsoon has been found on the bi-

ennial time scale as shown in the tropospheric biennial oscillation [Meehl, 1987, 1997; 

Meehl and Arblaster, 2002]. 

Some studies have considered IOD as a local atmosophere coupled phenomena, whose 

evolution is usually independent from Pacific influence [Behera et al., 1999; Rao et al., 

2002] whereas several others Allan et al. [2001]; Xie et al. [2002]; Krishnamurthy and 

Kirtman [2003] have shown that there is a strong relationship between IOD and ENSO. 

Several studies have also explored the climate impact of southern Indian Ocean SST. 

Observational and modelling studies Reason [2003, 2001, 2002]; Behera and Yamagata 

[2001] have revealed a positive relationship between extra - tropical Indian Ocean SST 

and Africal rainfall. Nicholls [1989] has shown that southern Indian Ocean SST influ-

ences Australian rainfall. Zhu and Houghton [1996] found that the Asian summer mon-

soon variability is sensitive to the conditions of SST in the tropical Indian Ocean. Terray 

et al. [2003] found that SST in the south east Indian Ocean during boreal winter, when 

linked to the IOD pattern described by Behera and Yamagata [2001] and to ENSO, is an 

important predictor for the summer monsoon. Terray et al. [2003] showed that the south-

ern Indian Ocean plays an important role in the ENSO - monsoon relationship. They 
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Figure 3.11 a, SST and rainfall over the maritime continent region as described in the 
text. b, The SST and OLR distribution over the maritime continent region for the study 
period. 
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emphasized the role played by south eastern Indian Ocean SST in maintaining the overly-

ing atmospheric circulation pattern, which interacts with ENSO and convection over the 

maritime continent region and in turn maintains the existing SST anomalies. 
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In order to assess the role of the convection over the maritime continent region bounded 

by the area 6°S - 6°N, 111°E - 141°E we have looked into the role of SST, precipitation 

and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) over this region during MOK. Figure 3.11 a gives 

the SST and rainfall over this region and figure 3.11b gives the SST and OLR over this 

region. An analysis of the SST, OLR, and rainfall over the mariime continent region re-

vealed that the OLR (rainfall) over this region is positively (negatively) correlated with 

MOK. 
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Figure 3.12 Moisture buildup over peninsular India from 70 days up to 10 days after 
MOK, with MOK day as 0, during the formation of convective systems over Arabian Sea 
(AS) and Bay of Bengal (BB) for selected years. DD, deep depression; CS, cyclonic • 
storm; SCS, severe cyclonic storm; VSCS, very severe cyclonic storm. 
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Figure 3.13 Moisture buildup over peninsular India from 70 days up to 10 days after 
MOK, with MOK day as 0, during the pure El Nino (1987), La Nina (1973), PIOD (1983), 
NIOD (1985), concurrent El Nino and PIOD (1991), and concurrent La Nina and NIOD 
(1975) 
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3.3.3 Moisture build up over the peninsular region 

The integrated columnar water vapour has been found to be a useful parameter for iden-

tifying the MOK by several studies Pearce and Mohanty [1984]; Simon et al. [2006]. We 

have used the IWV from HOAPS-3 data set in order to look into the gradual buildup of 

moisture conditions leading to MOK by averaging it over the peninsular region bounded 

N - 15° N, 70° E - 90° E. The figure is drawn using data from 14 pentads (70 days) 

prior to MOK and two pentads (10 days) after MOK. From the figure 3.12 the gradual 

buildup of moisture can be clearly seen (bold line) after superposing the onset dates of all 

the years for the study period. Even though the moisture builds up from about 14 pentads 

befor MOK, there is a distinct precipitable water vapour peak around 40 days prior to 

MOK contrary to the popular belief that moisture peaks only about 2-3 weeks prior to the 

MOK [Pearce and Mohanty, 1984; Simon et al., 2006]. This figure also plots the IWV 
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for some selected years in order to consider the role that the different types of convec-

tive systems formed over the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal might play in the moisture 

build up over the peninsular India. The interesting feature is the buildup of moisture over 

peninsular India during the formation of these systems. In order to consider the possible 

relationships with ENSO and IDO events on the moisture buildup, the IWV has been plot-

ted for some individual events and for some cases where both ENSO and IOD occurred 

together. From figure 3.13 it can be seen that the moisture build up over peninsular India 

increased more during a La Nifia year as compared to other years. The minimum buildup 

in moisture took place during the concurrent El Nifio and positive IOD year. 

3.3.4 Cross Equatorial Flow 

The warm pool in the Indian Ocean attains temperatures of more than 30°C around the 

time of MOK. A region of high SST such as the Indian Ocean warm pool [Seetharamayya 

and Master, 1984; Joseph, 1990] can create large scale moisture convergence, deep con-

vective clouds and lowering of surface pressure, all of which are favourable for onset 

[Joseph et al., 1994]. Ramesh Kumar and Schluessel [1998] have shown that an early 

peaking of SST in the Arabian Sea will help in the development of low pressure over this 

area and thus help create a stronger than average cross equatorial flow (CEF) and thus 

conductive conditions for an early onset over the subcontinent. Figure 3.14 gives the CEF 

which is actually the 850 hPa meridional wind component averaged over the area 5° S -

5° N, 45° E - 55° E from April 1 to 30 June for the composite years with early MOK, 

normal MOK, and delayed MOK (See table 3.2 for the years used to form the composite 

in each case). It can be clearly seen from the figure that CEF is much stronger during 

an early MOK as compared to normal and delayed MOK, with the delayed MOK being 

the weakest. A delayed peaking of SST over the Arabian Sea results in weaker inter-

hemispheric pressure gradient, which in turn will result in a weaker CEF, which in turn 

will result in a delayed MOK as what happened in the case of 1997, where MOK was on 
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Figure 3.14 Cross-equatorial flow averaged over the region (5°S - 5°N ; 45°E - 55°E) for 
three different MOKs composites based on Table 1: (1) early MOK, (2) normal MOK, 
and  (3) delayed  MOK . 

9 June. This CEF pattern matches reasonably well with the delayed MOK composite as 

shown in figure 3.15 

3.3.5 Strength of the Hadley Cell circulation 

The strength of the Monsoon Hadley Cell (MHC) for different conditions are presented 

in figure 3.16. The convection in the east and southeast Arabian Sea gives rise to a local 

Hadley cell circulation with an upward motion over the area of convection, and downward 

motion over the southern Indian Ocean with a return current through the low level jet 

stream. The MHC strength is calculated as discussed in chapter 3. From the figure 3.16 

it can seen that the MHC begins to strengthen about 5 pentads prior to MOK during a La 

Nina year and hence it might be possible to use it as a potential predictor for MOK. The 

MHC remained strong even two pentads after the MOK in the case of the La Nifla year 

(1973). The strength of MHC was weak during the concurrent El Niflo and positive IOD 

year (1991), which suggests that El Nino and the positive IOD may play an important role 
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Figure 3.15 Cross-equatorial flow averaged over the region (5°S - 5°N ; 45°E - 55°E) for 
different MOKs (MOK date is represented by a star) conditions: (1) concurrent El Niflo 
and PIOD (1991) and concurrent NIOD and La Nifia conditions (1975), (2) pure El Niflo 
(1987) and pure La Nina (1973), (3) PIOD (1983) and NIOD (1985). 
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Figure 3.16 Daily strength of the MHC (V850 - V250, in m/s) from -30 days to +10 days 
for PIOD (1983), NIOD (1985), pure El Nino year (1987), pure La Nina year (1973) , 
concurrent El Nino and PIOD (1991), and concurrent La Nina and NIOD (1975).  

in modulating the strength of the MHC, thus resulting in a delayed MOK. 

3.3.6 Strength and depth of the westerlies 

Rao [1976] has shown that the monsoonal westerlies increase in depth and strength with 

the MOK. We have used NCEP/ NCAR reanalysis zonal wind data to monitor the vertical 

structure of the horizontal wind in the box (5°N - 10°N, 70°E - 85°E) to check for the 

strength and depth of the westerlies following Joseph et al. [2006]. We have also used 

the criteria of Joseph et al. [2006] that the 6 m/s wind in the above box should occur to at 

least the 600-hPa level in order for the date to be considered as MOK. 

Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show vertical sections of the zonal wind for various years from 

which it is apparent that easterly winds occur longer prior to MOK during years that are 

El Nino, a concurrent positive IOD and El Nino, or a positive IOD as compared to years 
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Figure 3.17 Vertical variation of the zonal (u) wind averaged over the box bounded by 
latitudes 5°N and 10°N and longitudes 70°E and 85°E for El Nifio (1987), La Niiia (1973), 
and PIOD (1983) years . 
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Figure 3.18 Vertical variation of the zonal (u) wind averaged over the box bounded by 
latitudes 5°N and 10°N and longitudes 70°E and 85°E for MOD (1985), concurrent El 
Nifio and PIOD (1991), and concurrent La Nina and NIOD (1975). 
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that are La Nifia, a concurrent negative IOD and La Niria, or a negative IOD. For the latter 

three groups of years, weak westerlies are present in the lower levels several days prior 

to MOK. For example, for the positive IOD year of 1983 (figure 3.17), the IMD declared 

that MOK occurred on 13 June, whereas for the negative IOD year of 1985 (figure 3.18) 

the IMD declared MOK was on 28 May and the westerlies persisted in strength and height 

for a fortnight after the onset date. In the case of the La Nina year (1973), similar strong 

and deep westerlies persisted for 2 weeks. These results are in agreement with the study 

of Ananthakrishnan et al. [1968] who indicated that, in years of normal or delayed MOK, 

there was a sudden weakening of the upper tropospheric westerlies over north India at the 

time of the onset. In the case of early MOK, they found that the westerlies persisted in 

strength for a fortnight after onset. In the case of El Nirio, positive IOD and concurrent El 

Nino and positive IOD years, easterlies or weak westerlies prevailed prior to MOK. Thus, 

it is apparent that the combined impact of the El Nirio and positive IOD is to delay the 

MOK, by decreasing the strength and depth of the monsoonal westerlies. 

3.3.7 Composite SST anomalies for different composites 

Using the composite dates in Table 3.2, the SST mean of the pre-monsoon season (March 

to May) for the early and delayed MOK, respectively, was determined. The SST anomaly 

pattern for the delayed minus early MOK composite (figure 3.19) shows some similarities 

to the SST anomaly pattern for the El Nifio minus La Nina composite for this season (fig-

ure 3.20), consistent with the earlier results of Joseph et al. [1994]. The difference in SST 

anomalies between the positive IOD minus the negative IOD composite (figure 3.21) also 

shows a similar pattern to that of the El Nirio minus La Niria, except that larger positive 

anomalies are observed over the central and eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean. There are 

significant differences between the concurrent El Nino and PIOD minus the concurrent 

La Nina and NIOD, the most important being in the central and northern Arabian Sea 

(figure 3.22), an area thought to be important for the Indian monsoon. These large 
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Figure 3.19 Difference in SST anomaly for the pre-monsoon season (March to May) for 
the a delayed minus early composite. 

Delayed — Early 

Figure 3.20 Difference in SST anomaly for the pre-monsoon season (March to May) for 
El Nirio minus La Niria composite. 
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Figure 3.21 Difference in SST anomaly for the pre-monsoon season (March to May) for 
PIOD minus NIOD. 
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Figure 3.22 Difference in SST anomaly for the pre-monsoon season (March to May) for 
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positive SST differences in the Arabian Sea, together with the negative SST differences 

here between the delayed and early MOK SST differences (figure 3.19), highlight the 

important role that the Arabian Sea SST anomalies play on the MOK. If the SST is high 

in the North Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea, in particular during the pre-monsoon sea-

son, then these conditions are conducive for developing low pressure over the area, thus 

creating a greater inter-hemispheric pressure gradient and strong cross-equatorial flow, 

all of which are conducive for early MOK [Ramesh Kumar and Schluessel, 1998]. On 

the other hand, relatively large negative SST differences occur over the western tropi-

cal Pacific in the delayed minus early MOK composite (figure 3.19). Using a cold only 

AGCM experiment for the west Pacific Ocean region, Soman and Slingo [1997] showed 

that even small-amplitude warm SST anomalies can play a major role in delaying MOK. 

These results are consistent with that of Joseph et al. [1994] who obtained the strongest 

correlations between MOK and SST over the west Pacific, just north of the equator. The 

slightly warmer and larger area of positive SST anomalies near and south of the equator in 

the tropical southeast Indian Ocean (Figure 3.19) suggests that convection stays over the 

southeast Indian Ocean longer than normal and thus delays the tropical convergence zone 

from advancing into the Indian subcontinent and establishing MOK. This result agrees 

with Joseph et al. [1994], who suggested that if the equatorial convective maximum is 

near and south of the equator in the Indian Ocean then the MOK is delayed by several 

days. 

3.3.8 Composite OLR anomalies for different composites 

With the exception of the year 1978, the mean monthly OLR data for June 1974 to De-

cember 2009 has been used to consider the pre-monsoon convective activity over the 

Indo-Pacific Oceanic region from 30°E to 60°W and 30°S to 30°N. The difference in 

OLR anomalies for the delayed minus early MOK composites (figure 3.23) for the pre-

monsoon season shows a similar pattern to the difference composite between El Nifio 
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Figure 3.23 Difference in OLR anomaly (W/m 2) for the pre-monsoon season (March to 
May) for delayed minus early MOK composite. 

and La Niria (figure 3.24), except that the magnitudes of the latter differences are larger 

everywhere. Consistent with Ju and Slingo [1995] and Soman and Slingo [1997], these re-

sults suggest that the tropical convective maxima occurs over the eastern equatorial Indian 

Ocean region near the Indonesian region for both the early MOK and La Nina composites. 

A large positive convective anomaly is observed in the El Nirio minus La Niria com-

posite (figure 3.24) over the region of the tropical convective maximum in the southern 

Bay of Bengal and equatorial west Pacific region, thus indicating its significant influence 

on MOK. The large positive convective anomalies in these regions imply a suppression of 

convection in these regions which results in a delayed MOK. In the case of the positive 

IOD minus the negative IOD composite (figure 3.25), the large positive anomalies shift 

to the central Pacific Ocean. In the concurrent El Nirio and positive IOD minus the La 

Niiia and NIOD case (figure 3.26), the positive anomalies shift to the Maritime Continent 

region. The tropical convective maximum (negative anomalies) which is usually observed 

in the Indonesian region is now observed over the central equatorial Pacific Ocean. The 

convective maximum is usually observed over the southern Bay of Bengal and the Indone-

sian region in an early MOK composite, whereas the convection there is weak during the 
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Figure 3.24 Difference in OLR anomaly (W/m 2) for the pre-monsoon season (March to 
May) for El Nino minus La Niria composite. 
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Figure 3.25 Difference in OLR anomaly (W/m 2) for the pre-monsoon season (March to 
May) for PIOD minus NIOD composite . 
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Figure 3.26 Difference in OLR anomaly (W/m 2) for the pre-monsoon season (March to 
May) concurrent PIOD and El Nilio minus concurrent NIOD and La Nina. 

normal MOK composite and the maximum shifts to the central or eastern Pacific Ocean 

in a delayed MOK composite, indicating their significant influence on MOK. 

3.3.9 Correlation between MOK and SST 

In order to look into the role of the pre-monsoon SST on MOK, we calculated the corre-

lation coefficient between them for different study periods such as for the entire period of 

109 years (1901 - 2009), the first epoch (1901 1950), the second epoch (1951 - 2009), 

and recent decades (1974 - 2009). Table 3.5 gives the MOK for the different time frames. 

From the table, it can be seen that mean MOK date for the 109 years (19012009) is 1 

June, with a standard deviation of 7.35 days. In the case of the first epoch (1901 - 1950), 

the mean MOK is 3 June and the standard deviation is 7.08 days, whereas for the second 

epoch (1951 - 2009), the mean MOK is 31 May and the standard deviation is 7.27 days. 

For the recent decades (1974 - 2009), the mean MOK is again 31 May but the standard 

deviation is quite low at only 6.05 days. 

Figure 3.27 indicates large and spatially coherent relationships between MOK and 

SST for both the Indian and the Pacific Oceans for the pre-monsoon season for each 
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Table 3.5 MOK statistics for different epochs . 

Period Mean Standard deviation Earliest MOK & year Delayed MOK & year 
1901-2009 1 June 7.35 days 11 May (1918) 18 June (1972) 
1901-1950 3 June 7.08 days 11 May (1918) 15 June (1915) 
1951-2009 31 May 7.27 days 14 May (1960) 18 June (1972) 
1974-2009 31 May 6.05 days 18 May (2004) 13 June (1979) 

epoch. In fact, these correlation patterns exist almost one season in advance of MOK. 

However, it can be seen that the correlation coefficients have changed with time over cer-

tain regions such as the north Arabian Sea, the northwest Pacific Ocean, south equatorial 

Pacific Ocean, etc. Further, it can be seen that the correlation coefficients have become 

much more statistically significant in recent decades (1974 - 2009) as compared to the en-

tire period of 109 years (1901 - 2009). Large positive correlations between MOK and SST 

were found over the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean during the 1901 - 1950 epoch. This 

correlation decreased substantially during the next epoch, i.e., 1951 - 2009 indicating the 

significant role played by IOD events. Several studies have shown that the frequency of 

positive IOD events has been increasing in recent decades (1974 - 2009). The correlation 

between SST and MOK has also increased substantially over the southwest Indian Ocean 

during the epochs 1951 - 2009 and 1974 - 2009. This result agrees well with the study of 

Annamalai et al. [2005] who has shown the importance of this region for the MOK. Their 

study showed that, when warm SST anomalies persist near and south of equator in the 

Indian Ocean during boreal spring, there is a delay in the northward migration of the deep 

moist layer and in the formation of the low-level jet. Furthermore, they showed that this 

southwest Indian Ocean warming effect lingers into early summer and significantly de-

lays MOK by a week. Yuan and Li [2008] have shown that during the 1948 - 1969 period, 

the IOD and ENSO events were independent of each other but that after the 1970s they 

tend to occur together. They attributed this to the fact that the warmer SSTs around the 

Maritime Continent give rise to anomalous low-level convergence and that this intensified 

convergence apparently increases the SST linkage between the eastern equatorial Indian 
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Figure 3.27 Correlation coefficient between the pre-monsoon season (March - May) SST 
and the date of MOK of the same year as given by the India Meteorological Department 
for the periods a 1901 - 2009, b 1901 - 1950, c 1951 - 2009, and d 1974 - 2009. 
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Ocean and western Pacific Ocean, thereby encouraging an IOD and ENSO event to occur 

together. 

3.4 A new criteria to determine MOK 

For more than 100 years IMD has determined the date of MOK operationally. In the 

operational mode the MOK date was based on the synoptic conditions as given by Anan-

thakrishnan et al. [1968] in the Forecasting Manual Unit (FMU) Report No. IV - 18.2. In 

the real time mode, the declaration of the date of MOK was based on rainfall [Ananthakr-

ishnan et al., 1967]. Ananthakrishnan and Soman [1988] (hereafter AS88) analysed the 

daily rainfall over a dense network of rain gauge stations in Kerala, based on an objective 

criterion and determined the onset dates for south Kerala and north Kerala separately. The 

MOK was taken as the first day of transition from light to heavy rain spell category with 

a condition that the average daily rainfall during the first 5 days after the transition should 

not be less than 10 mm. Fasullo and Webster [2003], have shown the inherent weakness 

of the subjective estimates of IMD and the objective estimates of Ananthakrishnan et al. 

[1967]. So they devised a new method for identifying the MOK using the Vertically Inte-

grated Moisture Transport (VIMT) method in identifying the onset and withdrawal dates 

of the monsoon. Joseph et al. [2006] (hereafter J06) developed a new technique in which 

they identify the MOK by a three-step method. The major drawback of this study is that 

the relationship between outgoing long-wave radiation data (used by them for checking 

the wide spread rainfall in and around Kerala, step 3 in their study) and rainfall over land 

(in this case Kerala) is not as good as that over the ocean; further the relationship becomes 

much worse at daily timescales [Xie and Arkin, 1998; Wu and Wang, 2000]. In a recent 

study, Taniguchi and Koike [2006] (hereafter TK06) have shown that the low level wind 

speed is a good candidate for monsoon onset criterion as compared to other atmospheric 

parameters, such as water vapour and they have found it to be useful for representing the 
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rainfall transition. The main concern of this technique is that the MOK identified by this 

method shows significant differences with others for the study period. Further, it also fails 

to capture the change in the rainfall pattern from the localised pre-monsoon rainfall (bo-

gus onset) to the spectacular increase and wide spread rain during the MOK. From 2006 

onwards IMD adopted a new criteria for declaring MOK operationally [Pai and Rajeevan, 

2009]. This method uses the information on rainfall and large scale circulations patterns 

as in J06. This criteria for determining the date of MOK are based on rainfall, wind field 

and OLR. They are given below: 

1. If after 10 May 60% of the available 14 stations enlisted viz, Minicoy, Amini, Thiru-

vananthapuram, Punalur, Kollam, Alapuzha, Kottayam, Kochi, Thrissur, Kozhikode, Tha-

lassery, Kannur, Kasargode and Mangalore report rainfall of 2.5 mm or more for two 

consecutive days, the MOK may be declared on the second day, provided the following 

criteria are also satisfied in concurrence. 2. Depth of the westerlies should be maintained 

upto 600 hPa, over the region equator to 10°N latitude and 55°E to 80°E longitude. The 

zonal wind speed over the area 5°-10°N, 70°E-80°E should be of the order of 15-20 knots 

at 925 hPa. 3. INSAT derived OLR value snould be below 200 W/m 2  in the area confined 

by 5°-10°N and 70°E-75°E. 

3.4.1 Definition of MOK 

In order to assess a potential monsoon onset criteria, we examined the NCEP/NCAR 

Reanalysis [Kalnay et al., 1996] 850 hPa zonal and meridional winds, together with the 

high resolution daily one degree gridded rainfall data from IMD [Rajeevan et al., 2005]. 

The various atmospheric fields made use of in this study and the boxes used to calculate 

them are given below: 

a) Cross Equatorial Flow(CEF, 5°S-5°N; 45°E-55°E) b) RAIN based on the high 

resolution one degree daily rainfall dataset (8°N-13°N; 72°E-77°E) and c) Zonal wind 

(ZONAL, equator-10°N; 70°E-80°E). 
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Because of the fluctuations in the date of MOK from one year to another, the increase 

in rainfall with the MOK is smoothed out when the daily rainfall values are averaged 

for several years, resulting in gradual increase of rainfall, instead of the rapid increase 

of rainfall for each individual years. To bring out this feature in the data averaged for 

several years, the technique of superposed epoch analysis was used [Ananthakrishnan 

and Soman, 1988]. The time series of the daily data of the parameters, RAIN, CEF and 

ZONAL was prepared from 1 May to 30th June for all the 29 years, 1970 to 1998 with the 

onset date taken as zero for individual years. The mean values were worked separately 

for each parameter from -45 days to +45 days. Ramesh Kumar et al. [1986] showed 

that the reappearance of 27°C surface water off the Somalia coast during the summer 

monsoon season occurs simultaneously with the MOK, suggesting the significant role 

of the Cross Equatorial Flow (CEF) in the western Indian Ocean for MOK. In order to 

ascertain whether such a relationship exists, we have analysed the relationship between 

the CEF as measured by NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis dataset. The intensity of CEF for each 

year is plotted from 1 May to 30th June and when the CEF crossed 6 m/s after 10th May, 

we consider it as one of the criteria needed for MOK. 

The strength of the westerlies over the Arabian Sea has been thought of as criteria 

for MOK by several authors [Joseph et al., 2006; Taniguchi and Koike, 2006]. We have 

used zonal wind (westerlies) at 850 hPa, over the box (equator-10°N; 70°E-80°E, referred 

to as ZONAL) for identifying the MOK. We have plotted the time series of ZONAL for 

different years of the study period from 1 May to 30th June and identified the MOK, when 

ZONAL crossed 6 m/s and after 10th May. 

We define MOK as the date when the rain spells over the region (8°N-13°N; 72°E-

77°E; hereafter referred to as RAIN) is more than 10 mm/day (so as to distinguish it from 

the pre-monsoon showers, which are usually 2-3 min/day) and it sustains for a minimum 

of two days. We plotted the time series of rainfall from 10th May to 30th June each year, 

and identified the MOK dates. 
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Various atmospheric parameters such as wind speed, rainfall etc show rapid develop-

ment for short duration, prior to the actual MOK, such features are referred to as bogus 

onset. Flatau et al. [2001] have identified the bogus onset dates based on three parame-

ters, namely, a) Kinetic energy of the surface winds b) dynamic monsoon monsoon index 

and c) monsoon circulation index. Such bogus onsets should be eliminated for arriving at 

the correct MOK. Table 3.6 presents the bogus onsets according to our RAIN estimates. 

We have used the CEF and ZONAL in removing the bogus onset dates by checking for 

the establishment of CEF prior to MOK. This method has helped to determine the bogus 

onset dates of several years and identify MOK correctly. It is interesting to note that the 

years 1979 and 1997 which had bogus onset dates according Flatau et al. [2001], our 

RAIN criteria was successful in eliminating it. The details of the bogus onset for three 

selected years, namely, 1977, 1981 and 1997 is given in Figure 3.28 .. The year 1977 

has only single onset according to Flatau et al. [2001] but our analysis showed multiple 

onsets occurred according to all the three parameters, RAIN, CEF and ZONAL. Hence 

even the identification of multiple onsets is fraught with difficulties as different criteria 

and different regions are used in identifying them. 1981 and 1997 also showed multiple 

onsets by our criteria. 

Table 3.6 Years with bogus Onset Dates and MOK according to RAIN estimates. M and 
J stands for the months of May and June respectively. 

Year Bogus onset dates Bogus onset dates MOK 
1971 15M 27M 
1972 10M 19J 
1973 20M 04J 
1974 13M 26M 
1975 16M 24M 01J 
1977 14M 20M 29M 
1978 11M 15M 29M 
1981 04M 30M 
1995 05M 10J 

In Table 3.7, we have presented the MOK as determined by the previous estimates 
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Figure 3.28 Bogus MOK of three selected years, 1977, 1981 and 1997. The RAIN (cm) 
is given by the bar, ZONAL (m/s) is given by the solid line and the CEF (m/s) is given by 
the dotted line. 
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Figure 3.29 Mean daily rainfall (mm/day) after superposing the onset dates of all the 
years for the period 1970-1998. 
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Figure 3.30 Mean daily cross equatorial flow (m/s) after superposing the onset dates of 
all the years for the period 1970-1998. 
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Table 3.7 Monsoon Onset dates over Kerala as determined by IMD method and the new 
criteria. M and J stands for the months of May and June respectively. 

Year IMD AS88 J06 TKO6 Present Study 
1970 26M 25M 28M 26M 
1971 26M 25M 27M 27M 
1972 18J 22J 19J  19J 
1973 04J 03J 07J 04J 
1973 04J 03J 07J 04J 
1974 26M 23M 23M 26M 
1975 31M 01J 02J O1J 
1976 31M 30M 27M 30M 
1977 30M 27M 10J 29M 
1978 28M 27M 06J 29M 
1979 13J 11J 13J 16J 12J 
1980 01J 31M 04J 03J 31M 
1981 30M 29M 31M 17J 30M 
1982 01J 01J 27M 09J 30M 
1983 13J 12J 14J 16J 14J 
1984 31M O1J 30M 31M O1J 
1985 28M 24M 23M 27M 26M 
1986 04J 13J 07J 09J 13J 
1987 02J 01J 01J 04J 02J 
1988 26M 02J 04J 09J 02J 
1989 03J 01J 04J 01J 04J 
1990 19M 17M 16M 25M 18M 
1991 02J 02J 06J 02J 
1992 05J 06J 15J 05J 
1993 28M 04J 06J 28M 
1994 28M 28M 03J 28M 
1995 05J 06J 10J 10J 
1996 03J 11J 09J 09J 
1997 09J 21J 16J 13J 
1998 02J 03J 07J 11J 

Table 3.8 Correlation coefficients between the MOKs from the present study (RAIN), 
Joseph et.al . 2006 (J06), Taniguchi and Koike (2006) TKO6 and Cross Equatorial FLow 
(CEF) with both IMD and AS88 along with number of observations (years) in brackets. 

RAIN J06 TKO6 CEF 
IMD 0.91 (28) 0.83 (28) 0.63 (20) 0.52 (28) 
AS88 0.99 (21) 0.85 (21) 0.70 (12) 0.44 (21) 
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Figure 3.31 Mean daily zonal wind (m/s) over Arabian Sea after superposing the onset 
dates of all the years for the period 1970-1998. 

-45 to +45(29 years) 

and our present study. There are significant differences in the MOK determined by differ-

ent criteria. The maximum differences were between MOK by TKO6 and AS88 in 1981 

by about 19 days. The minimum difference was observed in the year 1984 by one or 

two days. Further, it can be seen that our present estimates of MOK match reasonably 

well with the estimates of IMD and AS88 in most of the years. The distinction in the 

nature of the two types of rain spells (light and heavy) is very important. The heavy rain-

fall spells imply deep convection in association with synoptic scale systems indicating 

an active monsoon; light spells on the other hand indicate sporadic convective activity 

associated with pre-monsoon thunderstorms [Ananthakrishnan and Soman, 1988]. Fig-

ure 3.29 shows this spectacular and rapid increase (from 3-6 mm/day to 18 mm/day) in 

rainfall during MOK from pre-monsoon showers, which clearly demarcates the MOK. 

In the case of CEF and ZONAL the superposed epoch analysis shows no such clear de-

marcations (figures 3.30 and 3.31). Further, MOK by our method (RAIN) has the best 

correlation with both the IMD and AS88 (0.91 and 0.99 respectively) as compared to 

others (Table 3.8) and hence our RAIN method is ideally suited for determining MOK. 
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3.5 Discussion 

In order to examine the conditions leading to MOK, air sea interactions over the Indian 

Ocean were studied for several years using a compositing technique for early, normal 

and delayed monsoon MOK. The high resolution satellite derived (HOAPS-3) parame-

ters such as sea surface temperature, integrated columnar water vapour and evaporation 

are examined from 7 pentads before MOK, to identify the conditions leading to different 

types of MOK. We also looked into the utility of the MHC as a predictor of MOK us-

ing NCEP/NCAR reanalysis wind data. It was found that parameters have a much better 

predictive value in the case of extreme MOKs (such as early or delayed) than for normal 

MOKs. An analysis of the characteristics of 850 hPa winds showed that westerly winds 

strengthened almost 3 pentads prior to MOK over the extreme peninsula and Sri Lanka 

region during both early and normal MOK composites. Evaporation rates showed a dra-

matic increase over the southern AS with the MOK. The PMWP occurs about 40 days 

prior to MOK, and could be a potential predictor of the MOK with a lead time of 40 days. 

More study is needed in this direction. 

The interannual variations of MOK for the study period revealed that El Nifio, La 

Nifia, positive IOD, negative IOD, and concurrent years play a significant role in altering 

the MOK. The present findings point to the role of enhanced (suppressed) convection 

in the maritime continent region being conducive for early (delayed) MOK. Warm SST 

anomalies near or south of the equatorial Indian Ocean may delay the advancement of the 

tropical convergence zone into the subcontinent and thus may delay the MOK. Another 

remarkable feature is that the easterlies persist longer several days prior to MOK during 

an El Nifio, a positive IOD, or a concurrent El Nino and positive IOD year than for other 

years. In the case of La Nifia, negative IOD, and concurrent La Nifia and NIOD years, 

weak monsoonal westerlies were prevalent in the lower levels several days prior to MOK. 

In oder to determine a new criteria to define the monsoon onset we have examined 

three atmospheric parameters, namely, CEF, ZONAL and RAIN for identifying MOK. 
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Among the parameters examined, only the rain showed rapid and spectacular increase 

with MOK, further, CEF is poorly correlated with previous estimates and the zonal wind 

shows bogus MOK indicating its inability in clearly identifying the MOK. Comparison 

of the MOK with previous estimates based on atmospheric circulation fields showed sig-

nificant differences. The onset criterion based on rainfall is found to be the most suitable 

candidate for MOK, as it is of critical importance for agriculture and further is simple and 

easy to measure and has the best correlation with most of the previous estimates of MOK. 



Chapter 4 

Air-sea Interaction Processes over the 

NIO during the monsoon season 

4.1 Introduction 

During the monsoon season several air-sea interaction processes take place in the North 

Indian Ocean (NIO) that play a major role in deciding the fate of the monsoon rainfall 

.during the season. It is well known that the SST is a critical component which influences 

the energy exchange between atmosphere and ocean. Tropical atmospheric convection 

is highly sensitive to the SST of the underlying ocean. Deep atmospheric convection in 

the tropics is found to increase sharply when SST exceeds a threshold value of about 

27.5°C [Gadgil et al., 1984; Graham and Barnett, 1987]. The convection is also sensitive 

to fluctuation above 28°C [Waliser and Graham, 1993]. Although SST above 28°C is not 

sufficient to produce organized deep convection in the tropical atmosphere, it is a nec-

essary condition [Bony et al., 1997; Lau et al., 1997; Gadgil, 2003]. Therefore, oceanic 

regions, with SST above 28°C, known as 'warm pools', occupy a significant place in the 

tropical climate. A huge warm pool occupies the western Pacific and the Indian Oceans 

[Joseph, 1990; Vinayachandran and Shetye, 1991], where the SST is higher than any- 
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where else in the world oceans. The Indian Ocean warm pool attains temperatures higher 

than 30°C around the time of MOK [Seetharamayya and Master, 1984; Joseph, 1990]. 

A region of SSTs as high as those of the Indian Ocean warm pool can create large scale 

moisture convergence, with deep convective clouds, heating of the tropospheric column 

above, lowering of the surface pressure and strengthening of lower tropospheric westerly 

winds associated with the MOK [Joseph et al., 1994]. In the Indian Ocean the warmest 

SSTs are found in three preferred locations; the western equatorial Indian Ocean, south 

eastern Arabian Sea (SEAS) and the eastern Bay of Bengal. The region in the SEAS 

where temperature exceeds 29°C during February-May has been called the Arabian Sea 

Mini Warm Pool [Vinayachandran et al., 2007]. The region in the SEAS where tempera-

ture exceeds 29°C during February-May has been called the Arabian Sea Mini Warm Pool 

or simply the Mini Warm Pool (MWP). The existence of the MWP was first observed in 

data from the Monsoon Experiment (MONEX) of 1979. Interest in this warm pool was 

revived by the investigations of Shenoi and Shetye [1999] and Rao and Sivakumar [1999] 

who examined the processes that led to the formation of warm pool and implications of 

its existence. Deepa et al. [2007] suggested that the MOV forms only when the low level 

jet (LLJ) at 850 hPa is on the northern flank of mini warm pool. They further stated that 

an MOV may not form if the LLJ is weak, or the shear line of the LLJ over the MWP 

is absent, or the MWP is absent. Their study further showed that an MWP was essential 

for the formation of an MOV, even though the study was limited for a period of 6 years 

(2000-2005). In the first section of this chapter an analysis order to verify whether the low 

pressure systems or the monsoon onset vortex over the Arabian Sea play any significant 

role on MOK has been done. 

In the second section of this chapter an analysis has been done to examine the factors 

that contributed to the failure of 2002 monsoon with respect to the air-sea interaction over 

the north Indian Ocean. The objective of this study is to look into the role of air-sea in-

teraction processes over the Arabian Sea prior to, during and after a prolonged break in 
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monsoon condition in July 2002 and contrast it with that of 2003 when the monsoon rain-

fall was normal. The air-sea interaction processes over the north Indian Ocean during two 

contrasting monsoon years 2002 (deficit) and 2003 (normal) has been analysed using data 

from Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite. The data has been retrieved 

from the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) sensor of TRMM. The moisture transport 

to the Indian subcontinent also has been analysed using NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data. 

Major part of the work done in this section is published in Ramesh Kumar et al. [2005b]. 

4.2 Mini Warm pool (MWP) and Monsoon Onset Vortex 

(MOV) 

4.2.1 Role of Mini Warm Pool on the MOK 

Though almost all aspects of the monsoon are fascinating, perhaps the most dramatic fea-

ture of a monsoon is its spectacular onset. Associated with the onset is a sharp increase 

in sea-level-pressure difference between Thiruvananthapuram and Mumbai [Ananthakr-

ishnan and Soman, 1983]. This pressure difference fluctuates around 0.5 hPa a fortnight 

before the onset, but rises sharply to approximately 3 hPa about 2 days before the onset. 

Ananthakrishnan et al. [1968] speculated that this increase in pressure gradient was asso-

ciated with a low-pressure system or onset vortex that forms at around 10°N in the SEAS 

and moves northward as the monsoon advances along the west coast [Ananthakrishnan 

et al., 1968; Rao, 1976]. It often deepens into a cyclonic storm, resulting in establishment 

of a region of convergence over the SEAS, which is followed by the strengthening of 

monsoon westerlies. In turn, the westerlies lead to sustained rainfall over Kerala, herald-

ing the onset of the summer monsoon [Ananthakrishnan, 1964]. A detailed description 

of the occurrence of the MOV since 1901 is available in [Ananthakrishnan et al., 1968]. 

The MOV produces large-scale cooling due to the intense air-sea interaction process as 
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Table 4.1 The monsoon onset date over Kerala (MOK) along with the information on the 
presence or absence of MWP and MOV over the Arabian Sea. The MOK date is based on 
the information provided by the India Meteorological Department. 

Year Monsoon onset over Kerala Presence (Yes) or absence (NO) of 
MWP MOV 

1988 26 May No No 
1989 03 June No No 
1990 02 June Yes No 
1991 02 June Yes No 
1992 05 June No No 
1993 28 May Yes No 
1994 28 May Yes Yes 
1995 05 June Yes No 
1996 03 June Yes No 
1997 09 June Yes No 
1998 02 June Yes Yes 
1999 25 May No No 
2000 01 June Yes No 
2001 23 May Yes Yes 
2002 30 May Yes No 
2003 08 June Yes No 
2004 18 May No No 
2005 05 June Yes No 

In their study on the inter-annual variability of the MWP and the MOV formation over 

AS for the period 1961-1990, Rao and Sivakumar [1999], found that there is a remarkable 

coincidence between the SST maxima (two weeks preceding the MOV formation). They 

also found significant differences in the intensity in the MWP. Their study could not, 

however, identify the reasons why the MOV was formed only in certain years and absent 

in the other years. We have found that the whole of the Arabian Sea was quite warm, 

especially during the MOV years (1994, 1998 and 2001) as compared to the non-MOV 

years. Sankar et al. [2010] have found that the pre-monsoon SST over the Arabian Sea 

is negatively, and statistically, significantly correlated with the MOK dates for the recent 

period (1974-2009). This study shows the importance of the MWP over the AS on MOK. 

Ramesh Kumar and Schluessel [1998] have shown that an early peaking of SSTs in the AS 

will help in the development of low pressure over this region, which in turn will help in 

the development of a strong inter-hemispheric pressure gradient, a cross-equatorial flow 
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mentioned by several studies [Rao, 1990; Ramesh Kumar and Byju, 20101 

Table 4.1 gives the monsoon onset dates over. Kerala 'for the period 1988-2005, ac-

cording to India Meteorological Department, along with the existence of the MWP and 

the MOV over the AS. The mean monsoon onset date, according to the India Meteoro-

logical Department, is the 1st of June, with a standard deviation of 8 days. In the present 

study, the earliest MOK was on 18 May 2004 and the most delayed MOK was on 9 June 

1997. An analysis of the MOV and the MWP over the AS revealed that the MOV formed 

in only 3 years (1994, 1998 and 2001) of the study period. The MWP (SST greater than 

30°C), on the other hand, was observed during most of the years (70% of the cases). We 

have looked at the conditions prevalent one pentad prior to the MOK for the years when 

the MOV occurred (1994, 1998 and 2001). For those years, when the MOV did not occur, 

the SST of the preceding pentad, prior to the MOK, is averaged and it was found that 

the location of the MOV as well as its intensity, varied considerably from year to year. 

The MWP was most intense in 1998 and covered most of the south-eastern Arabian Sea 

region, the MWP was weakest in 1994 and was absent in the non-MOV years, indicating 

that an MWP is a necessary condition for the formation of an MOV. 
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and conditions conducive for an early onset over the Kerala coast. Thus, all these studies 

suggest that an intense MWP over the AS is quite conducive for an early MOK. 

4.2.2 Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) 

The MOV usually forms in region of intense convective activity. Rao et al. [1989] sug-

gested in a tropical cyclone case study, that areas, as marked by persistent low values 

of OLR much below the seasonal value, should be carefully watched as potential cyclo-

genesis zones. In order to identify regions of intense convective regions, we looked at the 

low values of outgoing long-wave radiation over the Arabian Sea (i.e. OLR less than 220 

W/m2). W found that the maximum convection was observed during 2001 and the non-

MOV years. This could be due to the fact that low OLR values, indicating the presence 

of high clouds, will decrease the incoming solar radiation, and thus reduce the intensity 

of the MWP; high values of OLR, on the other hand, will allow more incoming solar 

radiation, and thus increase the chances of intense MWP. 

The analysis of OLR distribution over the Arabian Sea during the MOV years (1994, 

1998 and 2001) along with the composite for non-MOV years showed that the lowest 

values of OLR were found in 1994, as compared to other years. Analysis shows that 

the isopleths of OLR are steeper, and closed on the intensification of the MOV. In the 

case of non-MOV years, the gradient of the isopleths of OLR is less. Waliser et al. [1993] 

using two long-term datasets of Highly Reflective Cloud (HRC) and Outgoing Long-wave 

Radiation (OLR), and their relationship with the SSTs, have found that the maximum 

convective activity does not occur over the warmest waters (greater than 29.5°C); the 

warmest waters occur over the "clear", less convective skies. Our present results are thus 

in good agreement with the study of Waliser et al. [1993]. 
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4.3 Role of Low Pressure Systems (LPS) and Monsoon 

Onset Vortex (MOV) on the MOK 

In order to verify whether the Low Pressure Systems (LPS) or Monsoon Onset Vortex 

(MOV) over the South Eastern Arabian Sea (SEAS) play any significant role on the 

MOK, we have checked three important parameters of the cyclogenesis suggested by Gray 

[1979]. The three parameters which we have chosen are the mid-tropospheric humidity, 

difference in the vertical shear of the horizontal wind between lower (850 hpa) and upper 

troposphere (200 hPa) and the difference in the relative vorticity between lower (850 hpa) 

and upper troposphere (200 hPa) during MOK for a 28-year period (1970-1998). 

4.3.1 Mid-tropospheric Humidity 

During the MOK, the atmospheric humidity is high up to 500 hPa [Rao, 1976]. Fur-

thermore, the relative humidity (RH) at 500 hPa being greater than 50% [Gray, 1979] is 

also an important parameter for cyclogenesis. Hence, we have chosen the RH at 500 hPa 

(RHSO0) over the SEAS box as a criteria for the formation of the low pressure systems. 

We looked at the mid tropospheric humidity at 500 hPa for the SEAS (8°N-15°N; 70°E-

75°E) (table 4.1) for the IMD MOK dates for the study period. From the table it can be 

clearly seen that out of 28 cases only in 4 cases is the RH higher than 50% in the case 

of SEAS. Figure 4.1a depicts the mid-tropospheric humidity during MOK for the random 

year 1979 (MOV was present over the SEAS during MOK). From the figure it can be seen 

that the values are quite high over the SEAS and eastern Arabian Sea (EAS) regions. The 

values are quite high over the region where LPS formed as can be seen in the figures 4.1b, 

4.1c, 4.1d during 14, 15 and 16 June 1979 respectively. The "star" depicts the position 

of the depression which formed after the onset of monsoon over Kerala. They further 

increased during the Depression and Deep Depression stages on 16th and 17th June. 
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Figure 4.1 a, RH at 500 hPa on 13 June 1979. a, RH at 500 hPa on 14 June. c, RH at 500 
hPa on 15 June. d, RH at 500 hPa on 16 June 

C 
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4.3.2 Low Level Relative Vorticity 

Another important parameter which is used to differentiate regions where the tropical 

disturbances form to regions where they do not form is relative vorticity Gray [1979]. 

Erickson [1977] has computed the upper and lower tropospheric vorticity between 900 

hPa and 200 hPa for developing and non developing disturbances. His study showed that 

the best results are available for the radial intervals of 0°-6°, and the differences are 3 to 

1. In the present study, we have used 850 hPa and 200 hPa for the lower and tropospheric 

levels for computing the vorticity differences. Further, we have used a threshold value of 

2.1 and above for considering that the conditions are conducive for the formation of the 

systems. From table 4.1, we can see that in majority of the years for the SEAS region, the 

conditions are not conducive for the formation of LPS or MOV using the above mentioned 

criteria. Figure 4.2a depicts the relative vorticity difference for the MOK date (13 June). 

From the figure it can be seen that the conditions are not conducive for the formation 

of LPS on MOK date. By 14 and 15 June, the relative vorticity was more than 2.1 x 

10-5  and 5.1 x 10-5  (figures 4.2b and 4.2c) respectively. The "star" depicts the position 

of the depression which formed after the onset of monsoon over Kerala. In the case 

of Depression on 16 (please see figure 4.2d and the Deep Depression on 17 (figure not 

shown), the values exceeded 6.1 x 10 -5 . 

4.3.3 Vertical Shear 

Observational evidence clearly shows that tropical cyclones form under conditions of 

minimum vertical wind shear of horizontal wind between lower and upper troposphere. 

In a recent study Goldenberg et al. [2001], have found a threshold for the vertical shear of 

the horizontal wind in the case of Atlantic Hurricanes. They concluded that vertical shear 

greater than 8 m/s is unfavourable for the cyclogenesis. They further observed that the 

exact threshold value depends upon a) the method used to calculate the vertical shear b) 
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Figure 4.2 a, Relative Vorticity difference between 850 hPa and 200 hPa for 13 June 
1979. b, Relative Vorticity difference between 850 hPa and 200 hPa for 14 June 1979. c, 
Relative Vorticity difference between 850 hPa and 200 hPa for 15 June 1979. d, Relative 
Vorticity difference between 850 hPa and 200 hPa for 16 June 1979. 

d 
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size of the area over which it is averaged and c) strength of the system itself and other en-

vironmental parameters such as local SST [DeMaria, 1996]. In the present study, we have 

used the threshold of greater (lesser) than 8 m/s to distinguish between the unfavourable 

(favourable) conditions for the cyclogenesis over SEAS box. From table 4.2, it can be 

seen that in majority of the cases, the vertical shear was more than 8 m/s indicating that 

the conditions were not conducive for the formation of low pressure systems or MOV 

over SEAS. 

Figure 4.3a depicts the difference in the vertical shear of the horizontal wind between 

lower and upper troposphere on 13 June 1979. From the figure it can be seen that the 

values are quite high over most of the Arabian Sea. Figures 4.3b, 4.3c and 4.3d depict 

the vertical shear difference for the subsequent days, i.e. from 14 to 16 June, with the star 

depicting the position of the depression which formed after the onset of monsoon over 

Kerala. 

In the wind composite at 850 hPa, Joseph et al. [2006] did not see any MOV in the 

SEAS but only a large shear vorticity north of the low level jet axis. Thus their results 

support our findings in that neither LPS nor MOV are seen over the Arabian Sea in asso-

ciation with MOK. Joseph et al. [2006] did obtain a vortex in the 850 hPa wind composite 

in Bay of Bengal about 7 pentads prior to MOK. Thus our comprehensive study using the 

daily NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data on three important cyclogenesis parameters, namely, 

mid tropospheric humidity (RH at 500 hPa), vertical shear of the horizontal wind between 

the lower and upper troposphere and difference in relative vorticity between lower and up-

per troposphere for the study period (1970-1998) clearly brings out the fact that neither 

the LPS nor the MOV are necessary for triggering the MOK. In order to check whether 

the MOV coincides with the MOK, we have extracted the MOK data for the North Kerala 

(SK) and South Kerala (SK) and IMD for the period 1901-1968 from Ananthakrishnan 

and Soman [1988] with the date of MOV formation for the same period from Ananthakr-

ishnan et al. [1968]. The analysis clearly showed that in majority of the cases (46%, 
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Figure 4.3 a, Difference in the Vertical Shear of the horizontal wind between 850 hPa 
and 200 hPa for 13 June 1979. b, Difference in the Vertical Shear of the horizontal wind 
between 850 hPa and 200 hPa for 14 June 1979. c, Difference in the Vertical Shear of 
the horizontal wind between 850 hPa and 200 hPa for 15 June 1979. d, Difference in the 
Vertical Shear of the horizontal wind between 850 hPa and 200 hPa for 16 June 1979.  
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Table 4.2 Mid Tropospheric Humidity, Vertical Shear of the horizontal wind and relative 
vorticity between lower and upper troposphere over  SEAS during MOK.  

Year Mid-tropospheric humidity (%) Verical Shear (m/s) of Horizontal Wind Vorticity difference X 10 -5  
1970 32 5 1.9 
1971 47 16 1.5 
1972 55 	• 28 0.8 
1973 46 9 2.0 
1974 24 5 0.3 
1975 59 25 2.7 
1976 42 15 2.5 
1977 32 12 1.4 
1978 30 14 2.0 
1979 48 10 0.7 
1980 . 	33 13 1.3 
1981 25 15 0.9 
1982 32 13 13 
1983 22 6 0.9 
1984 35 18 1.0 
1985 61 20 2.0 
1986 43 15 2.1 
1987 37 7 1.8 
1988 27 13 1.6 
1989 34 21 0.8 
1990 48 16 1.6 
1991 34 13 1.3 
1992 15 5 1.8 
1993 11 10 1.5 
1994 31 6 1.5 
1995 27 / 	 9 -0.03 
1996 35 13 1.2 
1997 24 15 1.7 
1998 18 2 0.5 

Table 43 Occurrence of MOV dates prior to, during and after MOK dates by different 
estimates (in percentage) . 

MOK criteria Before MOK Coinciding with MOK After MOK No MOV present 
AS (SK) 9% 7% 38% 46% 
AS (NK) 16% 10% 28% 46% 

IMD 18% 18% 18% 46% 
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please see table 4.3) the MOV did not form during the MOK. Further, it was seen that in 

about 18% to 38% cases, the MOV formed after the MOK and helped in the progress of 

the monsoon over the subcontinent. 

4.4 Air-sea interactions over the Indian Ocean during two 

contrasting monsoon years, 2002 and 2003: A Case 

Study 

4.4.1 Monsoon activities during 2002 and 2003 

The Indian summer onset of monsoon began on 29 May in the year 2002, 3 days earlier 

than the normal onset date of 1 June. Even though the onset was in time, it covered 

the entire subcontinent by only 15 August, a delay of almost one month. In 2003, the 

monsoon onset was on 8 June, delayed by about one week, but the monsoon covered the 

entire subcontinent by 5 July, ten days ahead of the normal period. Figure 4.4 gives the 

Daily All India Rainfall for the period 1 June to 30 September for the contrasting years, 

2002 and 2003. The seasonal rainfall for the country as a whole was 81% of the long 

period average in 2002 whereas it was 102% of the long period average in 2003. Further, 

rainfall deficiency in July 2002 was 49%, the highest recorded for past 102 years. Also for 

the first time in last 133 years there was not even a single depression during the monsoon 

season of 2002 [Kalsi et al., 2004]. The monsoon season of 2003 on the other hand had 

two depressions in Bay of Bengal. 

The TMI parameters, namely rainfall and precipitable water were spatially averaged 

over different study areas namely a) Arabian Sea (45°E-75°E, 8°N-25°N) and b) Bay of 

Bengal (80°E-100°E, 8°N-25°N). The moisture transport along 73°E longitude into a, 

northern part of subcontinent (15°N-25°N) b, southern part of subcontinent (5°N-15°N) 

c, equatorial region (5°S-5°N) has been computed by vertically integrating the values of 
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Figure 4.4 All India daily rainfall (mm) for 2002 and 2003 from 1 June. The solid line 
represents the daily normal . 
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Figure 4.5 (a) Daily values of PWAT (mm) over the Arabian Sea for 2002 (dotted line) 
and 2003 (solid line) from 1 June. (b) Daily values of rainfall (mm) over the Bay of 
Bengal for 2002 (dotted line) and 2003 (solid line) from 1 June. . 
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horizonatal water vapour flux from 1000 hPa to 300 hPa. Srinivasan and Nanjudiah [20021 

have shown that the increased convective activity in the Bay of Bengal induces stronger 

winds in the Arabian Sea and this in turn enhances the advection of moisture into the 

Indian subcontinent, leading to increased precipitable water and strength of the monsoon. 

Using a simple thermodynamic model they showed that increased precipitable water dur-

ing July leads to increased rainfall. In our study we have found substantial decrease in the 

precipitable water content in July 2002 as compared to July 2003 over the Arabian Sea 

(figure 4.5a). The convective activity over the Bay of Bengal was substantially reduced in 

July 2002 when compared to July 2003 over Bay of Bengal and this would have resulted 

in weaker moisture transport into the Indian subcontinent (figure 4.5b). 

In order to check whether such a relation exists between convective heating over Bay 

of Bengal and the zonal wind speed over the Indian region the linear correlation co-

effiecient between the OLR (as a proxy for convection) over the Bay of Bengal region 
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Figure 4.6 Linear correlation coefficient between the daily OLR over the Bay of Bengal 
(area 82.5°E-92.5°E; 5°N- 15°N) and the zonal wind speed at 850 hPa over the peninsular 
India (area 70°E-80°E; 10°N-20°N) for lags -10 days to +10 days. Maximum negative 
correlation is -0.41 with a lag of 3 days. . 
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and zonal wind speed at 850 hPa over the Indian subcontinent were looked into. The 

linear correlation coefficient for lags of -10 to +10 days is given in figure 4.6. From the 

figure it can be seen that the maximum negative correlation (-0.41) occurs between con-

vection over the Bay of Bengal and the zonal wind at 850 hPa over the peninsular India 

with a lag of 3 days and is statistically significant at 99.9% significance level, with OLR 

leading. Joseph and Sijikumar [2004] have obtained a similar relationship between the 

OLR and U index while looking intra-seasonal variability of the low level jet stream of 

the Asian summer monsoon. They found that the convective heat source over the Bay of 

Bengal and the strength of the low level Jet stream (zonal component of the wind) at 850 

hPa over peninsular India have the highest linear correlation at a lag of 2 - 3 days. 

Figure 4.7 shows the vertically integrated moisture transport (VIMT) into the Indian 
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subcontinent. The VIMT vector (Q) has been computed following Behera et al. [1999]. 

The equation is given by 
1 fPt — 

Q 
g 
— 	qVdP 	 (4.1) 

Ps 

where q is the specific humidity, V is the horizontal wind field, Ps is the surface pressure 

and Pt is the pressure at the top of the atmosphere. For our study Ps was taken as 1000 

hPa and Pt as 300 hPa. The zonal and meridional wind components and specific humidity 

were obtained from NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis. More moisture was transported into the 

equatorial region during the months of June and July in 2002. Joseph and Sijikumar 

[2004] showed that the axis of the low level jet with its core around 850 hPa is oriented 

southeastwards over the eastern Arabian Sea and it flows east between Sri Lanka and 

equator and there is no LLJ over the peninsular India, during the monsoon onset phase 

and the break in monsoon conditions.This could be the reason why more moisture was 

transported into the equatorial region during 2002, which agrees with the previous study 

of Swapna and Ramesh Kumar [2002] in which they had obtained obtained a similar 

result for the contrasting monsoon years of 1987 (deficit) and 1988 (excess). Narayanan 

et al. [2004] using the satellite derived parameters, found relatively dry atmosphere west 

of 65°E, signifying lack of convection and an unstable atmosphere over the southeast 

Arabian Sea with west-east gradients in precipitable water, cloud liquid water and stability 

index. We have also observed large east-west gradient in OLR differences during July 

2002, which supports the previous results of Narayanan et al. [2004]. 
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Figure 4.7 The VIMT into three different regions: (a) northern part of the Indian subcon-
tinent, (b) the peninsular region, and (c) equatorial region for the different pentads starting 
from 1 June to 30 September for the contrasting monsoon years, 2002 (dotted line) and 
2003 (solid line). . 
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4.5 Discussion 

In the first section of this chapter the role of the MOV in initiating the MOK was exam-

ined. An analysis of the formation of an MWP over the AS, associated with the MOV, 

and their role in the MOK, has been examined for the period 1988-2005. The present 

study thus suggests that an MWP over the south-eastern AS is quite conducive for an 

early MOK. If the atmospheric conditions, such as the low-level wind circulation at 850 

hPa, the intensity and orientation of the LLJ at 850 hPa, are favourable, then an MOV will 

also form over this region, which will help in an early MOK, as well as help in northward 

progression of the monsoon over the Indian subcontinent. The present study revealed that 
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the MWP was present over the AS, during most (13 out of the possible 18 years) of the 

study period, the MOV, on the other hand, formed only during three years (1994, 1998 

and 2001), indicating its insignificant role on MOK. 

The analysis for the study period 1970-1998 showed that in majority (80%) of the 

years, none of the parameters were conducive for the formation of the low pressure sys-

tems over the Southeastern Arabian Sea nor the MOV. Analysis of the MOK dates by 

different estimates showed that the MOV is either absent (46%) in majority of the cases 

or formed after MOK (18% to 38% of the cases) which clearly shows the insignificant 

role of the low pressure systems as well as MOV during MOK. Thus we feel that the term 

Monsoon Onset Vortex is a misnomer as it is either absent during MOK or forms after the 

MOK. 

In the second section of this chapter the reasons for the deficient rainfall in the mon-

soon season of 2002 were analysed using air-sea interaction parameters from TMI and 

NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data. From the study it was concluded that the unusual pro-

longed break in the monsoon during July 2002 was due to the combined effect of reduced 

convective activity over the Bay of Bengal, decreased precipitable water in the Arabian 

Sea and more vertically integrated moisture being advected into the equatorial Indian 

Ocean region. 



Chapter 5 

Monsoon Variability 

5.1 Introduction 

The Indian summer monsoon (ISM) is characterized by a rather abrupt onset at the tip of 

the country (Kerala) followed by northward progression of the tropical convergence zone 

and the establishment of monsoon at northern locations [Webster et al., 1998; Tomas and 

Webster, 1997]. The summer monsoon low level jet with its core around 1.5 km height 

brings in lot of moisture from the Indian ocean into the Indian subcontinent. The onset as 

well as the quantum of rainfall within the monsoon season exhibits interannual variabil-

ities. The rainfall distribution is not continuous within the life cycle of a monsoon, but 

is associated with multiple spells of active and break monsoon phases and are termed as 

the intraseasonal variabilities. Prolonged breaks in the monsoon rainfall during July and 

August months can create drought conditions over the country, as witnessed recently in 

2002 which incidentally had one of longest break spells of about 34 days [Ramesh Kumar 

and Prabhudessai, 2004]. Joseph and Simon [2005] has reported a weakening of the low 

level summer monsoon flow through peninsular Indian during the past 50 years, based 

on NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data. Observations have shown that the deep convection over 

the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean tends to be enhanced during the break monsoon con- 
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ditions [Krishnan et al., 2000, 2003, 2006; Ramesh Kumar et al., 2005a; Sperber et al., 

2000]. Krishnan et al. [2006] showed that the anomalous coupling between the monsoon 

winds and the Indian Ocean dynamics on intraseasonal timescales can force prolonged 

monsoon breaks leading to drought conditions over the subcontinent. This coupling in-

volves a wind-thermocline feedback which maintains a warmer than normal SST and 

enhanced convection over the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean so that the near equatorial 

conditions can, in turn, weaken the monsoon flow and inhibit the rainfall activity over 

the Indian landmass by inducing anomalous subsidence through the regional Hadley cell. 

Krishnan et al. [2003] used general circulation model simulations to show that persistent 

warmer than normal SST in the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean is effective in prolonging 

breaks through changes in the regional Hadley circulation and regional rainfall distribu-

tion. If the summer monsoon circulation has really weakened in the recent decades, it 

would be important to understand the associated changes in the incidence of monsoon-

breaks in the last 50+ years, and gain insight into the physical mechanisms linked with 

the low frequency interdecadal timescale variations of the Indian summer monsoon. For 

this purpose a detailed analysis of the monsoon circulation features has been conducted 

using atmospheric and oceanic data sets for the period 1951 - 2007 in this chapter. Major 

part of the work done in this chapter is based on the paper Ramesh Kumar et al. [2009]. 

5.2 Intraseasonal Variability - Break and active condi-

tions of the monsoon 

Using the IMD gridded rainfall data we have found out the monsoon breaks for the period 

1951 - 2007 using the criteria used in Ramesh Kumar and Prabhudessai [2004]. As per 

this criteria the All India Daily Rainfall (AIDR) for the months of July and August are 

calculated for each of these years. The months of July and August are selected as more 

than 60% of the monsoon rainfall occur during these two months. Whenever the AIDR 
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becomes less than 9 mm/day mark and lasts for a minimum of 3 days then it is considered 

as a break. Those days with rainfall between 9 mm/day and 15 mm/day are considered as 

normal rainfall days and those days with rainfall greater than 15 mm/day are considered as 

active days. In the present study we are concentrating on the break in monsoon conditions 

as any deficit rainfall during the monsoon season can have detrimental effects on the 

agricultural production in the Indian subcontinent. Table 5.1 gives the full list of break 

days for the period 1951 - 2007 using the above mentioned criteria. Further we have 

classified the breaks into short-breaks or type I breaks (lasting less than or equal to 7 

days) and long-breaks or type II breaks (lasting for greater than seven days). 

Table 5.2 gives the decadewise summary of break monsoon days and number of break 

spells during the period 1951 - 2007. Table 5.3 presents the decadewise distribution of 

short and long monsoon breaks depending on their duration. From table 5.2 it can be 

seen that the mean break-spells and number of break-days are relatively higher in August 

as compared to July. It is also interesting to note that the frequency of break-spells and 

the number of break days during the period 1951 - 2007 show an increasing trend. The 

occurrence of long breaks, in particular have increased in the recent decades (Table 5.3. 

There has been a clear increase in the long breaks during the post mid-1970s as can be 

seen from the increase in the percentage of the type II breaks to the total number of breaks 

(Table 5.3). 

5.2.1 Interannual variability of monsoon breaks 

Figure 5.1 shows the time series of the magnitude of the vertically integrated moisture 

transport (VIMT) over the Indian Ocean region (8°N - 18°N; 70°E - 80°E), for the peak 

monsoon months July and August, during the period 1951 - 2008. The details regarding 

the calculation of VIMT has been described in chapter-4. 

The year to year variations of the VIMT time series in figure 5.1 basically correspond 

to the monsoon interannual variability. Additionally it is important to note that the VIMT 
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Table 5.1 Break days from 1951 - 2007. 

Year Break days 
1951 J3 - J11, J13 - J18, J20 - J24, A3 - A6, A9 - All, Al4 - A20, A24 - A31 
1952 J1 - J11, J14 - J16, A5 - A8, Al2 - A16, A22 - A24, A27 - A31 
1953 J16 - J18, A6 - A8, A25 - A31 
1954 J20 - J22, A16 - A31 
1955 J5 - J10, J12 - J14, J17 - J24, J27 - J30, A26 - A28 
1956 J15 - J17, J28 - J30, A9 - Al2 
1957 Jl - J7, J26 - J 29, A2 - A4, A8 - A10, A14 - A16, A19- A21, A28 - A31 
1958 J20 - J22, J27 - J31, A27 - A30 
1959 J15 - J17, A3 - A8, Al5 - A21 
1960 J20 - J25, All - A14, Al8 - A31 
1961 A6 - A8, All - A13, A26 - A31 
1962 Jl - J5, J27 - A7, A9 - All, A20 - A27, A29 - A31 
1963 J2 - J4, J13 - J18, J22 - J27, A29 - A31 
1964 J18 - J20, A8 - A10, A21 - A23, A26 - A31 
1965 J1 - J3, J5 - J13, J22 - J24, Al - A20, A29 - A31 
1966 J2 - J15, Al2 - A20, A24 - A31 
1967 J10 - J14, J20 - J 22, A10 - Al6 
1968 J24 - J27, A7 - A31 
1969 J1- J4, A10 - A13, A22 - A31 
1970 J14- J19, J23 - J27, J29 - A3 
1971 J8- J10, A4 - A7, A10 - Al2, Al4 - A16, Al8 - A23 
1972 J11- J16, J19 - A7, A9 - A16, Al8 - A22, A24 - A26 
1973 J10- J12, J16 - J20, A23 - A26 
1974 J6- J9, All - A15, A21 - A31 
1975 A25 - A27 
1976 J1 - J4, J7 - J9, A10 - A13, A21 - A28 
1977 J1= J3, J31 - A3, All - A13, Al7 - A24 
1978 J19 - J24, J30 - A2, A6 - A8, Al2 - A14, A18 - A23 
1979 J2 - J9, J21 - J23, A13 - A31 
1981 J4 - J6, J20 - J22, All - A15, Al8 - A21, A24 - A31 
1982 J1 - J12, J15 - J18, A4 - A6, A9 - All, A25 - A31 
1983 J6 - J15, A26 - A31 
1984 J28 - J31, A5 - A7, A9 - A15, A20 - A31 
1985 J1 - J4, J10 - J13, A10 - A14, Al6 - A21, A23 - A31 
1986 Jl - J6, J9 - J13, J29 - J31, A2 - A4, A9 - All, Al5 - A31 
1987 J10 - J13, J15 - J21, J25 - A9, Al5 - Al9 
1988 A13 - A17, A29 - A31 
1989 J4 - J11, J18 - J20, J31 - A15, A19 - A22, A24 - A27 
1990 J12 - J16, J25 - J27, J29 - Al, A18 - A21, A26 - A29 
1991 J1- J7, A6 - A9, All - A16, A18- A21, A24 - A31 
1992 Jl - J11, J30 - Al, A4 - A6, A22- A24, A27 - A31 
1993 J27 - J30, A7 - A14, A16- A19, A22 - A28 
1994 A5 - A9 
1995 A5 - A9 
1995 J1 - J10, A10 - Al2, A15 - A28 
1996 Jl - J11, J29 - J31, A3 - A5, A8 - Al2, Al5 - A17, A25 - A29 
1997 J1 - J4, J13 - J20, Al3 - A21 
1998 J21 - J28, Al7 - A24, A29 - A31 
1999 J1- J9, J12 - J15, J25 - J27, J29 - Al, Al3 - A24, A27 - A31 
2000 J1 - J3, J21 - J31, A2 - A9, Al2 - A14, Al6 - A18, A20 - A22, A29 - A31 
2001 J1 - J3, J5 - J7, J18 - J25, J31 - All, Al7 - A22, A25 - A31 
2002 J4 - J18, J23 - A3, A14 - A16, A19 - A23, A26 - A31 
2003 A3 - A8, All - A18, A25 - A28 
2004 J1- J6, J12 - J15, J20 - J28, A14 - A20, A22 - A31 
2005 J7 - J9, A10 - A14, A25 - A31 
2006 J2 - J23, A10 - Al2, A14 - Al7 
2007 J10 - J15, J20 -J24, Al5 - A28 
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Table 5.2 Decadewise number of breaks and break days for July and August months. 

Decade July August 
Breaks/year Break days/year Breaks/year Break days/year 

1951-1960 1.9 9.5 2.4 13.1 
1961-1970 1.6 8.7 1.9 13.7 
1971-1980 1.5 7.1 2. 13.5 
1981-1990 1.8 9.9 2.5 15.5 
1991-2000 1.6 10.1 2.7 14.8 
2001-2007 1.7 13.3 2.6 15.6 

Mean 1.7 9.8 2.4 14.4 

Table 5.3 Decadewise distribution of different types breaks (short duration breaks (Type 
I) and long duration breaks (Type II)), total number of breaks and percent of the long 
duration breaks to the total number of breaks for study period. 

Decade Type I Type II Total no. of breaks % of type II breaks to the total no. of breaks 
J A TJ A T 

1951-1960 15 21 36 3 4 7 43 16 
1961-1970 14 12 26 3 6 9 35 26 
1971-1980 14 18 32 2 5 7 39 18 
1981-1990 15 19 34 3 6 9 43 21 
1991-2000 9 20 29 7 7 14 43 33 
2001-2007 7 12 19 5 4 9 28 32 
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Figure 5.1 Time series of VIMT (in kilograms per meter per second) for the peak mon-
soon months (JulyAugust) over the Indian region (8°N - 18°N; 70°E - 80°E) during the 
period 1951 - 2008. The dotted•curve is the 11-year moving average, and the solid line is 
the fitted linear trend. 

time series for the period 1951 - 2008 shows a decreasing trend of about 14.2 kg m -1 

 s-1  year-1 , which is statistically significant at 99% confidence level. Another important 

point to note from figure 5.1 is the decadal like variability of VIMT. The low frequency 

decadal like variability in particular is prominently discernible between the pre and post 

mid-1970s values; with the pre mid-1970s showing relatively higher values of VIMT as 

compared to the post mid-1970s. The same was confirmed by computing the difference 

in VIMT between the post mid-1970s (1977 - 2008) and the pre mid-1970s (1951- 1976) 

(figure 5.2). The anticyclonic anomaly of VIMT over the Indian landmass and adjoin-

ing area indicates a decrease in the moisture transport into the Indian monsoon region; 

whereas a cyclonic shear zone of the VIMT anomaly can be seen over the eastern tropical 

Indian Ocean. 

Previous studies have drawn attention to the warming trends in the tropical Indian 

Ocean following mid-1970s [Nitta and Yamada, 1989; Trenary and Han, 2008]. Figure 5.3 
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Figure 5.2 Difference in VIMT vector (in kilograms per meter per second), for the July 
- August months, between the post mid-1970s (1977 - 2008), and pre mid-1970s (1951 -
1976) epochs. 
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Figure 5.3 Difference maps of SST (in degrees Celsius) and surface winds (in meters 
per second), for the July - August monsoon months, between the post mid-1970s (1977 -
2007) and pre mid-1970s (1951 - 1976) epochs. 
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Figure 5.4 Time series of the SST (in degrees Celsius), for the July - August monsoon 
months, in the equatorial eastern Indian Ocean (0° - 10°S; 70°E - 90°E) for the period 
1951 - 2007. The dotted line gives the 11-year moving average, and the solid line is the 
fitted linear trend. 

Year 

shows the difference in SST between the two epochs, post mid-1970s (1977 - 2007) and 

pre mid-1970s (1951 - 1976). A pattern of anomalous SST warming can be clearly seen 

in the eastern tropical Indian Ocean, along with anomalous westerly winds along the 

equator. An anticyclonic anomaly can be seen over the Indian landmass and the Arabian 

Sea which is indicative of a weak monsoon low-level flow, while the anomalous equatorial 

westerlies are associated with the formation of a cyclonic shear zone over the eastern 

tropical Indian Ocean. This means that the pattern of SST warming in the eastern Indian 

Ocean is associated with an intensified equatorial shear zone or an equatorial trough. 

It is known that during weak monsoon phases, the monsoon cross equatorial flow ac-

quires a southward curvature in a manner as to avoid flowing into the Indian subcontinent 

[Rodwell, 1997]. Krishnan et al. [2006] have noted that the anomalous equatorial west-

erly winds, during weak monsoon phases, tend to deepen the thermocline in the eastern 

equatorial Indian Ocean and thereby maintain warmer than normal SST in the region. 
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Figure 5.5 Difference map of divergence X 10 -5  (kg.m-2 .s -1 ) of the VIMT vector, for 
the July - August monsoon months, between the post mid-1970s (1977 - 2008) and pre 
mid-1970s (1951 - 1976) epochs. 
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They further pointed out that the positive SST gradient along the equator, which results 

from the anomalous warming of the eastern Indian Ocean, can help sustain anomalous 

westerly winds through a Bjerknes-type wind - thermocline feedback mechanism. From 

figure 5.3 it can be noted that the SST warming is more pronounced in the eastern Indian 

Ocean as compared to the western Indian Ocean, which is consistent with the strengthen-

ing of equatorial westerly winds. The warming trend in the tropical eastern Indian Ocean 

is also evidenced in the SST time series (1951 - 2007) shown in figure 5.4. Moreover it 

can be seen that the rate of SST warming is about 0.015°C.year -1  which is statistically 

significant at 99% confidence level. 

If indeed the equatorial westerly winds and the zonal gradient of SST have strength- 
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ened in the recent decades, then the moisture convergence over the tropical eastern Indian 

Ocean is expected to enhance in response to the intensified SST gradient [Krishnan et al., 

2006; Lindzen and Nigam, 1987]. Figure 5.5 shows the difference map of the divergence 

of the VIMT vector between the post mid-1970s (1977 - 2008) and pre mid-1970s (1951 

- 1976) epochs. The positive anomalies over the Indian landmass indicate anomalous di-

vergence of moisture, while the negative anomalies over the tropical eastern Indian Ocean 

indicate increased convergence conductive for enhancement of moist-convection over the 

equatorial region. While the above results bring out the ocean atmosphere coupled pro-

cesses associated with the SST warming in the equatorial Indian Ocean in the recent 

decades, the enhancement of convection over the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean can in-

duce anomalous subsidence and inhibit the monsoon convection activity over the Indian 

subcontinent [Krishnan et al., 2006]. In fact, the suppression of monsoon convection over 

the Indian region in recent decades can be noticed from the weakening trend of the upper 

tropospheric easterly winds (figure 5.6). 

The upper level circulation features during the boreal summer season are dominated 

by the Tibetan anticyclone and the Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ) which are strongly cou-

pled to the monsoon convection over the subcontinent [Koteswaram, 1958]. Figure 5.6 

shows the time series of the zonal winds at 150 hPa over the Indian Ocean for the pe-

riod 1951 - 2008. It can be noticed from the figure that the strength of the TEJ shows 

a significant weakening trend. In addition to the above mentioned changes in the large 

scale monsoon circulation, studies have reported an overall decrease in the frequency of 

transient monsoon rain producing synoptic disturbances like monsoon depressions in the 

recent decades which is consistent with the observed increase in the occurrence of break 

monsoon conditions during recent decades. 
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Figure 5.6 Time series of the zonal wind (in meters per second) at 150 hPa, for the July 
- August monsoon months, averaged over the region (5°N - 20°N; 40°E - 100°E) during 
the period 1951 - 2008. The dotted line is the 11-year moving average, and the solid line 
is the linear trend. 

Year 

5.3 Discussion 

Examination of daily rainfall over India for the period 1951-2007 reveals that there has 

been a significant increase in the incidence of prolonged monsoon-breaks, during the core 

monsoon rainy months of July and August, over the subcontinent in the recent decades. 

Based on analyses of in situ, satellite, and reanalysis data products, an attempt has been 

made to understand this problem. The present findings point to the role of SST warm-

ing trends in the tropical eastern IO in altering the large-scale ocean-atmosphere pro-

cesses in a manner as to intensify the near-equatorial trough and moisture convergence 

over the eastern 10, but have led to weakened southwest summer monsoon flow, de-

creased moisture transport from the tropical Indian Ocean into the subcontinent, and sup-

pressed monsoon rainfall over the Indian landmass since the post mid-1970s. The decadal 

timescale changes are consistently corroborated by various atmosphere and ocean param-

eters. While it is concluded that the increasing trend of break-monsoon conditions over 
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India is related to changes in the monsoon and tropical Indian Ocean coupled system in 

the recent decades, further studies will be needed to unravel and fully comprehend the 

causative mechanisms that have led to the aforementioned alterations of the oceanatmo-

sphere coupled system. 



Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusions 

The main objective of the present study is to determine the annual and interannaul vari-

ability of air-sea interactions over the north Indian Ocean in relation to the south west 

monsoon activity over the Indian subcontinent. The important aspects that make each 

monsoon unique are a) the monsoon onset over Kerala (MOK), b) the quantum of rainfall 

during the season (June to September) and c) the frequency and intensity of the active and 

break phases in monsoon conditions within the season. The monsoon exhibits variability 

of the order of timescales ranging from intraseasonal to interannual and decadal and the 

Indian Ocean plays a major role in this variability.The more frequent occurrence of the 

Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) events and the weakening of the ENSO-monsoon relationship 

during the last two decades have generated considerable interest in their possible interac-

tions. A late or weak start to the monsoon season and extended break in monsoon rains 

could seriously impact the rain fed crops. 

The thesis contains six chapters. In the first chapter a very detailed literature review 

pertaining to the thesis has been presented. This chapter gives a broad description of the 

south west monsoon and its influence on the Indian subcontinent. The variability of the 

monsoon in the intraseasonal, interannual and decadal scales have been described. The 

second chapter gives a description about the various data sets used for this study. The 
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study makes use of different satellite, in situ and reanalysis data sets. The details each of 

the data set used in this study, their quality control and the methodology involved. 

First section of chapter-3 describes the monsoon onset over Kerala in detail. An at-

tempt has been made to describe the conditions leading to the MOK using air-sea interac-

tion parameters. It was found that parameters have a much better predictive value in the 

case of extreme MOKs (such as early or delayed) than for normal MOKs. An analysis of 

the characteristics of 850 hPa winds showed that westerly winds strengthened almost 3 

pentads prior to MOK over the extreme peninsula and Sri Lanka region during both early 

and normal MOK composites. Evaporation rates showed a dramatic increase over the 

southern AS with the MOK. The PMWP occurs about 40 days prior to MOK, and could 

be a potential predictor of the MOK with a lead time of 40 days. More study is needed in 

this direction. 

The second section of chapter-3 deals with the interannual variability of the monsoon 

onset. The interannual variations of MOK for the study period revealed that El Nino, La 

Nina, positive IOD, negative IOD, and concurrent years play a significant role in altering 

the MOK. The present findings point to the role of enhanced (suppressed) convection 

in the maritime continent region being conducive for early (delayed) MOK. Warm SST 

anomalies near or south of the equatorial Indian Ocean may delay the advancement of the 

tropical convergence zone into the subcontinent and thus may delay the MOK. Another 

remarkable feature is that the easterlies persist longer several days prior to MOK during 

an El Nino, a positive IOD, or a concurrent El Nino and positive IOD year than for other 

years. In the case of La Nina, negative IOD, and concurrent La Nina and NIOD years, 

weak monsoonal westerlies were prevalent in the lower levels several days prior to MOK. 

In the third section of this chapter a new creteria to determine the MOK has been 

devised using the parameters, zonal wind, cross equatorial flow and rainfall. Among 

the parameters examined, only the rainfall showed rapid and spectacular increase with 

MOK, further, CEF is poorly correlated with previous estimates and the zonal wind shows 
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bogus MOK indicating its inability in clearly identifying the MOK. Comparison of the 

MOK with previous estimates based on atmospheric circulation fields showed significant 

differences. The onset criterion based on rainfall is found to be the most suitable candidate 

for MOK, as it is of critical importance for agriculture and further is simple and easy to 

measure and has the best correlation with most of the previous estimates of MOK. 

Chapter-4 deals with the air-sea interactions over the Indian Ocean durin the monsoon 

season. In the first section of this chapter an analysis was carried out to assess the role 

of the Mini Warm and Monsoon Onset Vortex in the south eastern Arabian Sea on the 

monsoon onset. The present study suggests that a MWP over the south-eastern AS is quite 

conducive for an early MOK. If the atmospheric conditions, such as the low-level wind 

circulation at 850 hPa, the intensity and orientation of the LLJ at 850 hPa, are favourable, 

then an MOV will also form over this region, which will help in an early MOK, as well as 

help in northward progression of the monsoon over the Indian subcontinent. The present 

study revealed that the MWP was present over the AS, during most (13 out of the possible 

18 years) of the study period, the MOV, on the other hand, formed only during three years 

(1994, 1998 and 2001), indicating its insignificant role on MOK. 

In the second section of this chapter an analysis has been done to examine the factors 

that contributed to the failure of 2002 monsoon with respect to the air-sea interaction over 

the north Indian Ocean. The objective of this study was to look into the role of air-sea 

interaction processes over the Arabian Sea prior to, during and after a prolonged break 

in monsoon condition in July 2002 and contrast it with that of 2003 when the monsoon 

rainfall was normal. From the study it was concluded that the unusual prolonged break 

in the monsoon during July 2002 was due to the combined effect of reduced convective 

activity over the Bay of Bengal, decreased precipitable water in the Arabian Sea and more 

vertically integrated moisture being advected into the equatorial Indian Ocean region. 

Chapter-5 describes the variability of the break monsoon conditions over a period 

of 57 years. Examination of daily rainfall over India for the period 1951-2007 reveals 
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that there has been a significant increase in the incidence of prolonged monsoon-breaks, 

during the core monsoon rainy months of July and August, over the subcontinent in the 

recent decades. Based on analyses of in situ, satellite, and reanalysis data products, an 

attempt has been made to understand this problem. The present findings point to the 

role of SST warming trends in the tropical eastern IO in altering the large-scale ocean-

atmosphere processes in a manner as to intensify the near-equatorial trough and moisture 

convergence over the eastern IO, but have led to weakened southwest summer monsoon 

flow, decreased moisture transport from the tropical Indian Ocean into the subcontinent, 

and suppressed monsoon rainfall over the Indian landmass since the post mid-1970s. The 

decadal timescale changes are consistently corroborated by various atmosphere and ocean 

parameters. While it is concluded that the increasing trend of break-monsoon conditions 

over India is related to changes in the monsoon and tropical Indian Ocean coupled system 

in the recent decades, further studies will be needed to unravel and fully comprehend 

the causative mechanisms that have led to the aforementioned alterations of the ocean-

atmosphere coupled system. 

Scope for future work 

In this study an attempt has been made to understand the annual and interannual vari-

ations of the air-sea interactions over north the Indian Ocean which in turn affects the 

monsoon variability over the Indian subcontinent using satellite, reanalysis and in situ 

data sets. Throughout the thesis, the implicit roles played by various feedback processes 

within the atmosphere and those between the atmosphere and the ocean have been seen 

through the analysis of various circulation fields. Such processes related to moisture 

convergence, latent heat release, monsoon circulation and rainfall would have to be fur-

ther investigated, with the availability of newer and better satellite data. The INSAT-3D 

and Megha-Tropiques are two dedicated meteorological satellites that are expected to 

be launched in the near future and the data from them could be used to carry out fur-

ther investigations in this direction. The Megha-Tropiques in particular is important as it 
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quantitates the water cycle in the tropical atmosphere in the context of climate change. 

The NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis has been extensively used in this thesis. The availability of 

new reanalysis products such as the TropFlux [Praveen Kumar et al., 2010] with impor-

tance given to fluxes over the tropical oceans can also prove crucual in understanding the 

energy transfer between the atmosphere and ocean. 

Preliminary results from chapter-3 suggests that the PMWP could be a potential pre-

dictor for MOK but more investigations are required in this direction. The role of the 

MOV on the MOK in chapter-4 was studied using only 3 MOV years. This could not 

quantify the role played by the MOV on the onset, and hence extending the study for 

more number of years could lead to a better understanding of its influence on the mon-

soon onset. 



Appendix A 

Abbreviations and Symbols 

• 1DD: One-Degree Daily 

• AV H RR: Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer 

• AIDR: All India Daily Rainfall 

• AS88: Ananthakrishnan & Soman (1988) 

• AS: Arabian Sea 

• BB: Bay of Bengal 

• CDAS: Climate Data Assimilation System 

• CDC: Climate Diagnostics Center 

• COADS: Comprehensive Ocean Atmosphere Data Set 

• COARE: Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment 

• CIRES: Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences 

• CEF: Cross Equatorial Flow 
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• CS: Cyclonic Storm 

• DD: Deep Depression 

• DMSP: Defense Meteorological Satellite Program 

• EAS: Eastern Arabian Sea 

• ERSST: Extended Reconstruction Sea Surface Temperature 

• EN SO: El Nino Southern Oscillation 

• FMU: Forecasting Manual Unit 

• GISST: Global Ice and SST analysis 

• GTS: Global Telecommunications System 

• HOAPS: Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and fluxes from Satellite data 

• V: Horizontal wind vector 

• IMD: India Meteorological Department 

• INSAT: Indian National Satellite 

• IOD: Indian Ocean Dipole 

• ISM: Indian Summer Monsoon 

• /WV: Integrated Columnar Water Vapour 

• ICOADS: International Comprehensive Ocean Atmosphere Data Set 

• IAV: Interannual Variability 

• ISO: Intraseasonal Oscillation 
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• J06: Joseph et.al . (2006) 

• LLJ: Low Level Jet 

• LPS: Low Pressure Systems 

• MJO: Madden Julian Oscillation 

• MW P: Mini Warm Pool 

• MHC: Monsoon Hadley Cell 

• MOK: Monsoon Onset over Kerala 

• MOV: Monsoon Onset Vortex 

• NCEP: National Centers for Environmental Prediction 

• NCAR: National Center for Atmospheric Research 

• NCDC: National Climate Data Center 

• NK: North Kerala 

• PMRP: Pre-Monsoon Rainfall Peak 

• PMWP: Pre-Monsoon Water Vapour Peak 

• NESDIS: The National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service 

• NOAA: National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration 

• NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

• NASDA: National Space Development Agency 

• NIOD: Negative Indian Ocean Dipole 



Abbreviations and Symbols  

• OI: Optimal Interpolation 

• OLR: Outgoing Longwave radiation 

• PIOD: Positive Indian Ocean Dipole 

• PR: Precipitation Radar 

• QC: Quality Control 

• SG: Satellite-Gauge 

• SST: Sea surface temperature 

• SCS: Severe Cyclonic Storm 

• SEAS: South Eastern Arabian Sea 

• SK: South Kerala 

• SSMI: Special Sensor Microwave/Imager 

• q: Specific humidity 

• Ps: Surface Pressure 

• Pt: Pressure at the top of the atmosphere 

• SMSWS: Sustained Maximum Surface Wind Speed 

• TK06: Taniguchi & Koike (2006) 

• TM I: TMI-TRMM Microwave Imager 

• TCZ: Tropical Convergence Zone 

• TRMM: Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 
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Abbreviations and Symbols  

• UKMO: United Kingdom Meteorological Office 

• VIMT: Vertically Integrated Moisture Transport 

• 0* : VIMT vector 

• VSCS: Very Severe Cyclonic Storm 

• VIRS: Visible and Infrared Radiometer system 

• ZONAL: Zonal component of wind 
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